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Fraudulent job ads Congressional candidate Blaine
Richardson visits UMaine
found on campus
bulletin boards Republican discusses second amendment, excess of government control
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

With the rise of the
Internet as an important
tool in the arsenal of the
modern college student,
it is important to be wary
of its potential dangers.
Although many use the
Internet as a tool to learn
and communicate, there
are those who use it for
financial gain at the expense of others. One
such way users do this
is through false job postings.
On Tuesday, Nov. 12,
a false job posting that
had been posted on bulletin boards in a number
of buildings on the University of Maine campus
was discovered. A student who immediately
recognized that the flyer
was fraudulent brought
it to the attention of the
UMaine Career Center.
After the ad was verified
as a fraud, it was quickly
removed from all bulletin
boards on campus.
Cathy Marquez is the
assistant director for employer relations at the
UMaine Career Center,
and upon discovering
the false ad, she posted
a message on the FirstClass email system to
warn students.
“I looked at it and
there’s no question that
it’s got all the characteristics of a job scam,”
Marquez said. “Easy
work, no qualifications
— you just have to be 18
years old, work from your
laptop and it’s $19.95 to
get you started. Money
up front.”
The advertisement was
posted as an opportunity
to work for a fictional
company called Page131.
According to the advertisement, the company
is looking for people for
“easy work, consisting of
simple tasks like filling
out online survey forms
and reading company
email.”
It goes one step further
by adding that if the job
is perfect if the employee is a “college student,
want[s] flexible income
or [has] a job and need[s]
extra income.”
The ad also mentions
a $25 starting bonus as
well as a one time fee
of $19.95. It promises
a wage rate of $12 per
hour. At the “company” website, page131.
com, there is a signup
where email and credit
card information must
be entered among other
things. After this information has been given,
the owner of the website
would then have access
to the student’s personal

and financial information, leaving the student
with a stolen identity and
no job.
“We
usually
have
scams every year. Ever
since people started posting jobs on the Internet,”
Marquez said. “[If you]
put your resume out on
a job board, these scammers will cruise those resumes and send an email
saying ‘I saw your resume
and we have an opportunity for you. If you just
cash this check for us you
keep x amount of dollars
and send us the rest.’ So
the student sends half the
money back to the person
and the check bounces
and never clears.
“I think when the
economy tanked and
there were more desperate people these folks
saw more opportunities,”
Marquez said. “I don’t
think there’s any aspect
of getting online and putting your information out
where you don’t have to
be careful.”
Marquez has come
across a number of these
frauds and warns that
some are more clever
than others. One of the
more clever ones involved a scammer who
impersonated the Penobscot Country Club. The
scammer was requesting
a special allowance with
the CareerLink holding
bin to scan resumes for
possible internships.
“Years ago they had
listed internships with
us,”
Marquez
said.
“When I saw the request
I got excited [that they
were doing internships
again].”
However,
Marquez
was suspicious because
the person who was
contacting her and requesting access was using a gmail account as
opposed to a company
email as well as a phone
number that wasn’t local.
Marquez then called the
Country Club and found
that they weren’t hiring
any interns.
Although the UMaine
Career Center is primarily focused on assisting students with finding jobs and careers, it
is also focused on doing
what they can to keep
fraudulent postings away.
The Career Center is part
of a consortium of 22
schools in the state who
meet three times each
year to discuss ways of
preventing fraud as well
as raising awareness to
new methods of fraud.
They currently use and
update several anti-fraud
databases where any old
or new fraudulent adverSee Job Scam on A
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Congressional
candidate Blaine Richardson
visits University of Maine
As he plans to run for
Congress in the 2014 Congressional election, Republican Blaine Richardson made an appearance in
the Coe Room on the second floor of the Memorial
Union Friday night.
Blaine began his discussion around a single round
table as only five students
attended the event.
Richardson described
his background for several
minutes, discussing his
time as a Navy Captain and
a member of the Navy for
30 years. Richardson then
explained how he got into
politics and why he decid-

ed to run for Congress.
After President Obama
signed the 2012 National
Defense Authorization Act,
Richardson was outraged
and decided to drive from
Belfast, where he lives, to
Augusta to find out where
and how to sign papers to
run for Congress.
“Now you have to understand, that the reason I
did this — it goes back to
the Constitutional oath I
took when I was 22,” Richardson said in reference to
the oath he took when he
became a member of the
military. “It’s to uphold
and defend the Constitution against all enemies,
foreign and domestic. And
I think we can all imagine how to take care of it
against foreign enemies.
I’m not quite sure how we

work it out against domestic, but I’m charged with
that.”
The main topic Richardson discussed was his
opinion of the government
trying to control its people.
To him, the government is
pushing its limits trying to
rework the second amendment — having the right
to bear arms — along with
wire- and phone-tapping.
“The whole purpose of
the Constitution was never
to allow the government to
run the people,” Richardson said. “It was designed
so that if the people’s
voice changed, the people
could get whoever represented their voice and get
them down [to Washington, D.C.] … Well, we see
today that that’s not quite
happening,” Richardson

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

U.S. Congress Republican Blaine Richardson holds a small group discussion.

continued. “So, that’s why
I’m running. It’s my Constitutional duty.”
Richardson explained
that he feels the government is overstepping its
bounds by wire-tapping
and phone-tapping, and it
is continuing to track people’s every move through
technology.
“Be paying attention to
what Big Brother’s doing,
because Big Brother is
paying attention to you,”
Richardson warned.
“Technology keeps racing too, the problem is
that our morality around
technology isn’t keeping
up with it,” Richardson
later said, referring to everything being archived
through websites and social media.
Richardson said that
later down the road the
government will be able
to look at patterns of what
we archive and how we archived it. The government
will be watching our every
move, according to Richardson.
“They’re
collecting
anything that’s transmitted
electronically … It’s there
and they can consider you
a threat,” Richardson said.
Richardson described
the Internet as a huge power because to him, it allows people to connect to
others who share the same
thoughts and feelings on
nearly any subject.
“This is your future; the
Internet is your future,”
Richardson said.
Another
issue
that
Richardson feels passionately about is the Common
See Richardson on A

Improvement of Maine food
industry important for growth
Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
What drives Maine’s economy? Ever since its admittance into the United States in
1820, it’s mainly been timber
from its 17.7 million acres of
forests, and aquatic wildlife
from its 71,379 square miles
of combined freshwater and
Gulf of Maine seawater. Paper and lobster could possibly
be the two most important
symbols of Maine’s principal income over the past 193
years of its existence.
When you add in the other
characteristically prevalent
industries such as potatoes,
maple syrup, livestock biproducts, apples, blueberries
and tourism, you begin to realize a lot of what Maine has

to offer revolves around food.
Unfortunately, because of its
geographic isolation, distancing it from major transportation routes, Maine is not able
to maximally capitalize on
these industries, for the good

the University of Southern
Maine’s Edmund S. Muskie
School of Public Service,
recently spoke on this topic
during a keynote on Nov.
15 inside the University of
Maine’s Norman Smith Hall.

“Very little of what we catch, what we
harvest and what we process is
actually consumed by Mainers. It’s
somewhere between 2 to 6 percent.”
Mark Lapping
Professor, University of Southern Maine
and bad — good because it
increases the products’ exclusivity, bad because curtails
top profit.
Mark Lapping, a distinguished professor from

Lapping’s presentation,
which was sponsored by
Maine’s Sustainability Solutions Initiative (SSI), asked
whether the state’s chronic
economic problems could be
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eased by improving a food industry that has rich potential.
According to Lapping,
the solution to jumpstarting
the food industry is fixing its
existing problems. First, the
state must start consuming
the domestic product it creates.
“Very little of what we
catch, what we harvest and
what we process is actually
consumed by Mainers,” Lapping said. “It’s somewhere
between 2 to 6 percent.”
Lapping said outsourcing
has become a huge problem
for not only Maine but also
the entire region of New England. The 1979 energy crisis,
which saw thousands of independent truckers partake in
See SSI on A
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Orono aims to incorporate UMSG changes salary of four positions,
UMaine in local economy announces scholarship winners
Lauren Abbate

For The Maine Campus
Orono aims high to incorporate UMaine in local
economic development
Orono’s proposed Comprehensive Plan lays out
policies that would directly utilize University of
Maine students and programs in an aim to further
Orono’s economic development and enhance the
business climate.
“We do not want our
young talent going elsewhere, leaving Orono with
[their] good ideas,” said
Comprehensive Plan Committee Chair Phil Ruck.
“We would like them to
think that there is a viable
opportunity in our town to
stay here, [that we] have
the resources that they
need and make a go of it.”
The committee met
Tuesday night in an open
public forum, to discuss
sections of the Comprehensive Plan Proposal that
has been in the works for
the past year. Comprehensive plans are required by
state law to be drafted every 10 years by municipalities describing their population, economy, housing,
services and goals for the
future.
A main focus of the
plan is to establish a startup economy in Orono,
throughout which entrepreneurs have access to
resources and networking
necessary for their businesses to thrive.
These proposed resources include “incubator
spaces” — locations where
small business owners can
establish networks, polish
business models and perfect ideas before entering
into markets.
Paul Melrose, vice president of the lab computer
modeling company Compotech, graduated from the
university’s
Mechanical
Engineering program and
left the area before returning to start his company
in the Target Technology
Center on Godfrey Road,

Job Scam
from A1

tisements can be viewed.
Although
Marquez
and the rest of the Career Center staff do their
best to protect students,
she cannot protect them
completely and urges
students to use their
best judgement when ap-

a pre-existing incubator
space in Orono.
“There are a lot of good
ideas, good intellectual
property over there, and
why not try to keep those
people here? I personally
left for two years before
coming back to this area
after graduating,” Melrose
said.
“Co-work” or “maker”
spaces would also be implemented to allow shared
access and use of materials, machines, technologies or spaces that individual start-up businesses
could not afford.
“‘Co-work’ or ‘maker’
space is a growing way of
people working, especially

with technology, the arts,
and production businesses
of all kinds,” said Town
Planner Evan Richert. “It’s
a way to allow small businesses to get a foothold
here in Orono, and hopefully stay.”
To further foster this
business growth, a proposed business development fund will be created
to assist start-ups in Orono.
The fund projects to assist
10 businesses in the first
three years, granting them
each $5,000 to $10,000.
According to Ruck, this
fund could “assist graduate students with wanting to start a business and

have them get a foothold
in Orono.”
UMaine was also put
into consideration concerning plans for the enhancement of downtown Orono.
Currently, the university
has little to no presence in
the downtown area.
Committee member and
State House Representative Ryan Tipping-Spitz
joked, “There are few
college towns where you
can’t buy a sweatshirt with
the school logo, and Orono
is one of those towns.”
According to the plan’s
“Summary of Proposed
Goals, Policies and Actions,” the town of Orono
would work with “UMaine
departments and programs
to implement a marketing program to increase
the visibility and brand of
Downtown that delivers on
the message of ‘UMaine’s
downtown.’”
Richert expressed a
need for a university presence downtown in the form
of a retail store or other
visitor venue.
The University Credit
Union headquarters being
built in downtown will allow for a couple of new
leasable spaces. Otherwise,
one of the only feasible
places for new downtown
expansion would be the
Pine Street area, according
to the committee.
Establishing a resourcebased economy in Orono
through collaboration with
the university’s Cooperative Extension and the
newly established School
of Food and Agriculture
was an ambitious plan
packed into the last 10
minutes of the meeting.
Committee Appointee
John Jemison described
the university’s expertise
and Orono’s position south
of the agricultural crown
of Maine as a perfect opportunity to tap into that
course of economic activity.
“We could get both
the benefit of local food
and improved food to our
area,” Jemison said.

proached by a false job
opportunity.
“The student as the
consumer needs to use
their best judgement and
if they’re in doubt they
should call us,” Marquez
said. “[Students] are
needy for part-time jobs.
[Scammers] have a great
place
here.
[UMaine
has] Twelve thousand
students, many of them
needing to work and

many of them juggling
work and school … It’s a
wonderful target.”
At this time, there is no
information pertaining to
who may have posted the
flyers.
For assistance finding
a summer job or career,
or if you have any information regarding a false
job posting, contact the
UMaine Career Center at
www.umaine.edu/career.

“We do not want
our young talent
going elsewhere,
leaving Orono with
[their] good ideas.”
Phil Ruck
Comprehensive Plan
Committee Chairman

Cameron Paquette - News Editor

One of the fraudulent ads that have been posted on bulletin boards around campus.

Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
The University of Maine
General Student Senate (GSS)
made salary-based changes to
four positions, filled four positions and announced the recipients of six scholarships in its
third meeting of the 35th session on Nov. 12 in the Memorial Union’s Bangor Room.
GSS makes changes to
AVPSE, DOC, Parliamentarian and FEPC Chair positions
The GSS voted to change
the required office hours of
both the Director of Communications (DOC) and Assistant
Vice President for Student Entertainment (AVPSE); the Fair
Election Practices Committee
(FEPC) Chair’s mode of payment; and the salary of the
GSS Parliamentarian during
their Nov. 12 meeting.
Vice President for Financial Affairs Raymond Updyke presented all three of the
acts to the GSS.
The act concerning the positions of DOC and AVPSE
increases the average required
office hours from five to six
hours a week.
According to the act’s
statement of fact, with the
additional hour, the DOC
and AVPSE currently make
a wage of about $11.33 per
hour if you account for their
weekly average of five hours
in the office, two hours in the
Bangor Room attending the
GSS meeting and one hour of
committee time, which is almost half dollar more per hour
than the UMSG Inc. executives make.
With the passing of the resolution, DOC and AVPSE’s
average wage rate has fallen
to $10.07 per hour, an amount
that does not violate federal or
state minimum wage laws.
Updyke says the current
DOC, Chelsea Gillies, had
been notified of the resolution
before it was brought before
the GSS and was “okay” with
the change, saying she had
“already increased her office
hours to six” on her own.
There is currently no
AVPSE.
When asked why there
hadn’t been a resolution crafted to cut payroll for the two
positions, Updyke said there
“very well could have been,”
but increasing office hours
“seemed to be the better route”
because there was “no reason
to cut their pay … they were
doing the necessary work.”
The resolution received an
8-0-0 “ought to pass” recommendation from the Executive
Budgetary Committee (EBC)
before reaching the GSS.
The act concerning FEPC
Chair changes the position
from
commissioned-based
to salary-based payment at
$1,200 per fiscal year effective Jan. 1, 2014.
The current FEPC Chair,
Bartley Kelliher, will not receive an entirely new salary
on top of his already commission-based payments. Starting
in 2014, his payments will
be issued in salary form, but
will only reflect the remaining
funds he’s able to obtain based
on the commissioned payments he’s already received.
Kelliher, like Gillies, was
notified of the change before
the resolution reached the
GSS, according to Updyke.
Updyke, a former FEPC
Chair, attempted to get a similar resolution through the GSS
last year, but it didn’t make it
past EBC.
The
resolution
splits
$1,200 into incremental biweekly payments, leaving
the FEPC Chair with an average salary of about $8.28 per
hour, the same as presidents
of Representative or Community Association boards make,
and does not violate federal or

state minimum wage laws.
Because of the switch from
commission-based to salarybased, an additional $27.04
was added to the total salary
to round off the previous commission-based payment total
of $1,172.96 to new salarybased total of $1,200.
“Based on the current payment plan, the [FEPC Chair]
gets a bulk of his or her commission during the fall with so
many elections, so it would
put some incentive on chairs
to leave during the spring
with not much money coming in,” Updyke said. “This
would prevent that by providing them with a constant rate
throughout the school year.”
In an effort to take away
the additional $27.04 per year,
Sen. Michael LaPorte amended the resolution amount back
to original commission-based
rate of $1,172.96, but the motion failed.
“[Kelliher] is doing class
elections right now and he’s
not being paid for them,”
President Aaron Ortiz said. “I
would like to see him there as
a resource, with a salary, for
all student organizations.”
The resolution received an
8-0-0 “ought to pass” recommendation from the EBC before reaching the GSS.
The act concerning the
GSS Parliamentarian changes
the position’s salary from
$37.25 to $25 per meeting
effective immediately. The
resolution saves UMSG Inc.
$392.50 and lowers the rate of
the Parliamentarian to $8.33
per hour, which does not violate federal or state minimum
age laws.
The GSS does not currently
have a Parliamentarian.
The resolution received a
7-0-0 “ought to pass” recommendation from the EBC before reaching the GSS.
GSSR, Pro Temp, RFS
elected; Sergeant at Arms
appointed
Four positions — the Graduate Senate Student Representative (GSSR), President Pro
Tempore, Sergeant at Arms
and Representative to the Faculty Senate (RFS) — were
filled during the GSS’ Nov. 12
meeting.
Sen. Kent Dao, a third-year
student, was unanimously
chosen as the new GSSR after
Sen. Robert Begin conceded
prior the election due to a
scheduling conflict.
Sen. Ryan Hall won the
election for Pro Temp, edging
out Sen. Devin Greenlaw, who
was nominated for the race
just before the election began.
Sen. Lindsay Nutter was
nominated for RFS just before
its election began and shortly
after Sen. Andrew Bracy conceded. She defeated Greenlaw, who was also nominated
for RFS, to win the election.
After a recommendation
vote by the GSS, Ortiz appointed LaPorte as the new
Sergeant at Arms. LaPorte,
who was nominated for the position just before the election
began, defeated Sens. Vanessa
Degenhardt, Nathanial Trask
and Donncha Coyle.
Six students win scholarships
During her executive reports, President Kim Dao announced that the four recipients of UMSG Inc.’s annual
scholarships, obtainable by
all non-senator undergraduate
students who exemplify leadership, had been selected.
Third-year business management, economics and
agribusiness administration
student Elek Pew, fourth-year
biochemistry, pre-med and
genetic research student Abdulraheem Sbayi, fourth-year
kinesiology and exercise science student Brylie Walker
and third-year wildlife ecology and environmental science
student Sabrina Vivian will all

receive scholarships.
Pew and Sbayi were the
only recipients present during
the Nov. 12 meeting. Pew talked about his work with Maine
Business School’s investment
club SPIFFY and presidentelect of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, while Sbayi talked
about his recent involvement
with Maine’s leading health
care center.
Dao also announced the two
fall 2013 winners of UMSG,
Inc.’s Blue Sky Scholarships,
worth $500 each, awarded to
undergraduate students who
pursue professional and personal development through
internships and study abroad.
Sara Lyons and Melissa
Huff were the recipients.
Traditional Music and
Dance Club granted prelim
recognition
Traditional Music and
Dance Club (TMDC), an organization whose purpose,
according to their application,
is to preserve, study and teach
about the enjoyment and continuing evolution of traditional
and historical folk dance and
music, was granted preliminary recognition by the GSS
during the Nov. 12 meeting.
Club President Jasmine
DesPres spoke on behalf of
TMDC, saying the group will
mainly study contra dancing,
a combination of swing and
square dancing. The group
hasn’t locked up a venue to
host public dancing, but it’s
confident it will be able to find
a place fairly soon.
When asked why the group
doesn’t require dues for membership, DesPres deemed the
fees unnecessary “because
money can be raised in other
ways.”
Associate professor of electrical and computer engineering Richard Eason is listed as
the organization’s faculty or
staff advisor. The group currently has a total of 15 members; 14 are undergraduates
and one is a graduate student.
The Student Organizations
Committee (SOC) issued a
5-0-0 “ought to pass” recommendation before the preliminary recognition application
reached the GSS.
AIChE, Crew Club and
Equestrian Team present
UMaine’s chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AlChE), Crew
Club and the Equestrian Team
all presented to the GSS to
recognize their funding help.
AlChE received $680 from
UMSG Inc. in early October
toward expenses associated
with attending the 2013 AlChE Annual Meeting from
Nov. 3 to 8 in San Francisco.
Club president Nicholas Hart,
a fourth-year chemical engineering student, spoke on behalf of AlChE. He was joined
by the club’s fundraising chair
and another member who attended the conference.
Hart said the event consisted of both career and club
workshops put on by mostly
officials but in some cases
large chapters as well.
Despite UMaine AlChE
being disqualified due to “semantics” during the Chem-ECar competition, Hart said they
were recognized as the Northeast region’s best program,
bettering region counterpart
chapters from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), Pennsylvania State
University, the University of
Connecticut, and many more
highly distinguished schools.
Crew Club received $350
from UMSG Inc. in late October toward expenses associated with attending the Merrimack Chase Regatta on Nov.
9 in Methuen, Mass. Club
president Amy Fish spoke on
behalf of organization, saying the team won its category
See UMSG on A
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couple of shows,” Story said.
“I’m really looking forward to
the spring season.”

“even though” they were “the
only collegiate team competing.”
The regatta course was approx. 2.7 miles long and Crew
Club raced in one boat.
The Equestrian Team received $1,876 from UMSG,
Inc. in early October toward
expenses associated with seven horse shows this fall as part
of their 2013-14 season. Club
President Megan Story spoke
on behalf of the organization
and also brought in six of
her season’s winning ribbons
— two blue, one yellow and
three red — to showcase for
the GSS.
“A lot of the freshman did
well for their first seasons …
some even placed first in a

Dao, Goode present on
Karrass; exec reports
Before executive reports
were heard, President Dao
and Vice President for Student
Entertainment Sarah Goode
presented a keynote presentation on their recent trip to the
Karrass Effective Negotiation
seminar.
Dao and Goode said the
event had 35 attendees and
was led by Jason Levinson,
owner of Jason Levinson
Creative and previously of
NBCUniversal, Verizon and
Sony.
During her report, after
announcing the scholarships,
Dao announced that she had
appointed Sen. Ariel Bothen
to her cabinet.

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

11/8
11:16 p.m. - Somerset Smokeout
Two students were summonsed for illegal possession,
sale and use of marijuana.
An R.A. on the third floor of
Somerset Hall called police
and reported an odor of marijuana in the building. Officers
arrived and found the smell to
be coming from a room on the
third floor. Officers knocked
on the door, which was answered by resident Kevin
Clark, 18, who was with his
friend Cameron Ouellette.
The room smelled strongly
of marijuana. Clark and Ouellette admitted to smoking in
the room and turned over a
grinder with a small amount
of marijuana, a black vaporizer and some plastic baggies. Clark was summonsed
for illegal possession, as well
as for sale and use. Ouellette
was summonsed for possession of paraphernalia.
11:29 p.m. - Daring Drinkers
Three students were summonsed for possession of alcohol by a minor in Gannett
Hall. An R.A. who had noticed bottles in the students’
room called police to report a
possible alcohol offense. Of-

ficers arrived and found the
door to the room open. Oliver
Stone, 19, Isaiah Mansour,
18, and a 16-year-old student
resident attending UMaine
were admitted to the officers
that they were drinking. All
three were given field sobriety tests, which they failed.
11/9
12:27 a.m. - Just some guy
Max Field Hutchinson,
19, was given a summons for
possession of alcohol by a minor. The Readfield, Maine native, who is not a student, was
seen walking down College
Avenue yelling and drinking
a 24 oz. can of beer. An officer patrolling College Avenue
stopped Hutchinson and gave
him the summons.
11/10
1:57 a.m. - Wrong place,
wrong time
Vincent Digiovanni, 19,
was given a summons for possession by consumption of alcohol by a minor after officers
found him drunk in his dorm
room. An R.A. in Oxford
Hall called officers to report
an odor of marijuana on the
third floor. Upon arriving, the
officer found that the entire
hall smelled of marijuana and
couldn’t discern which room
the odor was coming from.
The officer then knocked on

The Maine Campus • News
During his report, Ortiz announced that he had appointed
Sen. Ronald Eastman as the
new Chair of the Policy and
Procedure Committee.
During his report, Updyke
announced that there was an
increase of over $186 and
$559 to Legal Services’ health
insurance and group health
insurance, respectively, from
January to June 2014, totaling
$745, to match the inflation of
premiums, which have risen
to $30 a month.
Updyke also read allocations under $1,000, which included only $571 to Engineers
Without Borders (EWB) toward expenses associated with
attending the 2013 EWB USA
Northeast Conference hosted
by the EWB-USA chapter at
Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, N.J. from Nov. 22
to 24.

each door in the hall. When
Digiovanni answered his
door, the officer noticed that
his eyes were glossy and that
his breath smelled like liquor. The officer then tested
Digiovanni’s blood alcohol
content and found it to be
.053 percent.
11/11
10:30 a.m. - Pee-pee graffiti
An R.A. on the third floor
of Androscoggin Hall called
police after finding a blue penis spray-painted on one of
the wing access doors. The
R.A. also reported seeing a
student walking away from
the door with a can of spraypaint. The officer found the
student and made him clean it
up. The student was referred
to Judicial Affairs for the incident.
11/12
1:31 a.m. - Poorly timed
Nicholas Thomas, 18, was
given a summons for sale and
use of marijuana after he and
two other students were found
smoking in Cumberland Hall.
An officer on foot patrol detected an odor of marijuana on
the fourth floor and proceeded
to investigate. A student came
out of one of the rooms to
go to the bathroom. The officer smelled a strong odor of
marijuana coming from the
open door and found Thomas
and two others inside. The
subjects were in possession
of a pipe, papers and some
alcohol. Thomas was given
a summons for sale and use.
The other two students, 19year-old males, were referred
to Judicial Affairs.

SSI

from A1
violent protest consequently
shutting down major transportation routes, is something
that Lapping says “should
have taught Maine a lesson,
but it didn’t.”
“Massachusetts Rep. Silvio Conte and [then] freshman [Maine] Rep. Olympia
Snowe started the talks on
how to fix this quarrel between the truckers and government,” Lapping said.
“Why congresswomen from
Massachusetts and Maine?
Because we’re not only at the
end of the oil line, but also the
food line.”
Secondly, Lapping says
Maine needs to not only push
but also require public institutions to buy from within
Maine.
“Only 5 percent of schools’
money in Maine, which is
about $1 million, goes toward
purchasing local and domestic product … lots of states
have requirements of 10 percent or more,” Lapping said.
“Fifty cents of every dollar is
spent outside the home.”
Lapping highlighted five
points in his life that led up
to his deep realization of
Maine’s growing economic
problem and some encouraging facts that could fix it.
As a Vermont native, Lapping grew up on a dairy farm
and attended the University of
Vermont. It was there where
he was asked to abridge Howard S. Russell’s ‘A Long,
Deep Furrow: Three Centuries of Farming in New England’ into a paperback edition
for University Press of New
England at Dartmouth College.
“It took me a long time,
but I was able to incorporate
[Russell’s] notes and make
sure I didn’t leave anything
important out,” Lapping said.
“I got a very healthy introduction of New England agriculture from the process, beyond
the cows of the dairy farms.”
During his early stages of
instructing at the University
of Wealth in Toronto, Lapping
took sabbatical leave to join a
group in Sweden that focused
on finding a more sustainable
lifestyle for Swedes with the
looming fear of a Soviet invasion. One of the specific goals

of the group was to find the
absolute minimum amount
of calories needed to survive,
and Lapping’s job was to create the cooking oil.
“If there is a ‘Cooking Oil
Hall of Fame’ in Sweden, I
will be there,” Lapping said.
Later, Lapping studied
Harold Innis’ 1930 study ‘The
Fur Trade in Canada’ where
the author deems Canada’s
dependence on staples as a nation of “hewers of wood and
drawers of water.” Lapping
saw a Canadian economic peripheral in the United States.
“We are that in Maine,”
Lapping said. “We send
things out and buy it back.”
While at Rutgers University, Lapping always wondered why a seemingly outdated “Garden State” slogan
was still on the license plates
of New Jersey vehicles until
he did some research: it’s an
$18 billion industry.
Lapping’s fifth moment
of realization was during his
three-and-a-half years of dialysis treatment for renal failure when he discovered that
“almost everyone was there
because of dietary reasons.”
There are a lot of misconceptions about Maine
throughout the country, Lapping said, and although New
England may come off as a
rural wilderness that inhabits resilient farmers who can
withstand harsh winters and
produce all the food they
need to consumer, it’s nearly
the opposite.
“The myths that we can
turn granite into carrots is
total bull,” Lapping said.
“No region is as dependent
on outside sources than New
England.”
Both The Brookings
Report’s GrowSmart Maine
and the Agricultural Council
of Maine both predict that
by improving Maine’s food
industry sector, the state’s
economy will see major improvements.
Perhaps the most striking
statistic associated with the
state’s declining food industry, according to Lapping, is
hunger.
“If you think the demographic bomb in Maine is the
aging crisis, get this: 24.1 percent of children under 16 live
in a food insecure household
… hungry kids are not learners,” Lapping said. “We’re
now not only saying our pop-

ulation is seeing a rapid age
continuum, but you can take
out a quarter of our future
workers … I don’t think this
is a problem; I think it’s grotesque. It’s a sin.”
Lapping also underlined
the state’s nutrient management problems.
“We waste 40 percent of
the food we consume, mainly
because of this country’s obsession with food cosmetics,”
Lapping said. “An unnamed
Jolly Green Giant-like green
bean processor in Maine imports 100 percent of its product, and if a machine doesn’t
cut the green beans correctly,
they’re either thrown away
or given to a pig farm in Biddeford … meanwhile, the
sequester has taken away 16
meals per month from families who depend on SNAP.”
Lapping’s point is essentially this: If you got it,
flaunt it. The state of Maine
is bursting with historic retail,
yet somehow, despite these
tourist-loved products being
doused in rich tradition, the
state’s economy is persistently coming up short.
“The Maine brand is fabulous,” Lapping says. “We’ve
got to exploit our brand, both
agriculturally and inside the
seafood sector … before
[Rep.] Chellie Pingree got
involved with the tourist sector, almost all of the cruise
ships were sourcing lobster
from Prince Edward Island in
Canada.”
In a 2013 first quarter report by Maine’s Center for
Workforce Research and Information, major companies
that sustain headquarters
within Maine’s state boundaries also top employment
numbers: Hannaford Bros.
Co., No. 1, employs 7,001 to
7,500; L.L.Bean, Inc., No. 4,
employs 5,001 to 5,500; TD
Bank, N.A., No. 8, employs
3,001 to 3,500; Unum, No.
9, employs 2,501 to 3,000;
Jackson Laboratory, No. 18,
employs 1,001 to 1,500; and
Idexx Laboratories, Inc., No.
31, employs 501 to 1,000.
According to Greyhill.
com, Maine’s total gross domestic product in 2010 was
$52 billion, ranked 44th out of
50 U.S. states, and according
to the U.S. Dept. of Labor’s
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Maine’s seasonally adjusted
August 2013 unemployment
rate was 7 percent.

Richardson

Susan Collins, she told
him statistically, as a new,
lesser-known candidate,
he should not have received more than 4 percent
of votes.
“What I want are the
young people,” Richardson said about whom he
plans to connect with during his campaign for the
2014 election. “I’ve done
my future; we’re talking
about your future and how
you see the world.
“We have a government
that pretends it knows
what’s best for you,”
Richardson said. “Washington doesn’t know how
the world should be … I’ll
manage the discussion. It’s
important that you folks
get involved,” he continued.
Richardson’s
Campaign Manager Matt McDonald said that although
Richardson is a new face
in politics in Maine, and
they are starting out small,
“people are starting to take
notice.”
McDonald also said the
Richardson campaign will
try to appeal to collegeaged people “by all means
necessary.”
McDonald
went on to explain that this
meant getting the word out
via Facebook, Twitter and
even Tumblr.
“I’ll come back here,”
Richardson said at the end
of his discussion. “You get
votes one vote at a time.”

from A1

Core State Standards that
are being implemented in
schools across the United
States.
According to the Common Core State Standards
website, “The standards
are designed to be robust and relevant to the
real world, reflecting the
knowledge and skills that
our young people need for
success in college and careers.”
To Richardson, Common Core State Standards
are erasing self-expression. One of the ways he
said it does this is through
discontinuing the learning
of cursive. “The gift of
cursive is its self-expression,” Richardson said.
“If you don’t learn cursive
… you’ll never be able to
read the founding documents.”
After he discussed an
overview of why he wants
to run and what he hopes
to improve within the government, Richardson discussed his previous run
for Congress in 2012 and
whom he hopes to reach
out to most.
According to Richardson, in his run for Congress in 2012, he received
40 percent of votes. Richardson said that during a
phone conversation with
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Family Ties

Answer key in sports

PARENTS
PROGENY
RELATIONS
RELATIVES
SIBLING
SISTERS
SON
SPOUSE
STEPPARENT
TRIPLETS
TWINS
UNCLE
WIFE

Down
1- Part of MIT;
2- Don’t look at me!;
3- Horse of mixed color;
4- PC panic button;
5- Supported;
6- Sworn thing;
7- Daughter of Cadmus;
8- Lip cosmetic;
9- Disinfectant brand;
10- Japanese porcelain;
11- Light purple;
12- OPEC member;
14- Grommet;

22- Calendar abbr.;
24- Sentry’s shout;
25- Hog;
26- ___ uproar;
27- Examine, search;
28- Basic monetary unit of
Greece;
29- Adjoin;
32- ___ the season...;
33- Pineapple fiber;
34- San Francisco’s ___ Tower;
35- Woody’s boy;
36- Suggestive look;
38- Liable to be contradicted;
39- Invitation letters;
42- To a smaller extent;
43- Naked-faced Amazon monkey;
45- Fix, as a shoe;
46- European name for a moose;
47- Actress Davis;
48- Praying figure;
49- Big rigs;
51- Streetcar;
52- Has a bug;
53- Not ___ many words;
54- Describe;
55- Child support?;
58- “You’ve got mail” co.;
60- LAX posting;

Word
Scramble

See if you can unscramble these letters to
create different autumn words!

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

GRANDPARENT
HALF BROTHER
HALF SISTER
HUSBAND
KIN
MARRIAGE
MOM		
MOTHER
NEPHEW
NEWLYWED
NIECE
OFFSPRING

Word Search

47- Idle talk;
50- Actress Sommer;
51- Mother of Calcutta;
52- ___ silly question...;
53- Class;
56- 500 sheets;
57- Scott of “Charles in
Charge”;
59- Kidney enzyme;
61- Years in old Rome;
62- Lounge;
63- “Who’s there?” reply;
64- Floor coverings;
65- Ultimatum word;
66- Completed;

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the
grid.The remaining letters spell a special occasion
for families.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

* indicates the answer is made of more than one word.

Here’s an example:
P A L E R M O F E S C T T = almost perfect

1. LBLA
2. NWMIMSGI
3. RYBUG
4. NUR
5. WNI
6. WHROT
7. ABKSLLTAEB
8. EOLS
9. BTA
10. INGGOGJ
11. AKRTEA
12. OPLICYSM
13. EARC
14. HCTCA
15.GFLO
16. UMPJ
17. PNISTR
18. MTAE
19. NEICPOOIMTT
17. Jump, 18. Sprint, 19. Team, 20. Competition

		

Across
1- As to;
5- Vaporize;
9- Taylor of “Mystic Pizza”;
13- Gallows loop;
15- Title bestowed upon the wife
of a raja;
16- Primordial giant in Norse
myth;
17- Actor Keach;
18- At the apex of;
19- Room in a casa;
20- Like some ears;
21- ____ - a -Sketch;
23- System of aircraft navigation;
25- Swing around;
26- Sloping letter;
27- Kelp;
30- Latin word meaning “nothing”;
31- Ancient linear unit;
32- Pertaining to tactics;
37- Give ___ for one’s money;
38- Imbibe;
40- Achy;
41- Unnoticed;
43- Functional;
44- Ltr. holder;
45- Real-estate dealer;

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

13. Olympics, 14. Race, 15. Catch, 16. Golf,
7. Throw, 8. Basketball, 9. Lose, 10. Bat, 11. Jogging, 12. Karate,

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

1.Ball, 2. Swimming, 3. Rugby, 4. Baseball, 5. Run, 6. Win,

ANCESTOR
AUNT
BOND
BROTHERS
CHILDREN
CLAN
COUSINS
DAD
DAUGHTER
DESCENDANTS		
FATHER
FOLKS
GENEALOGY

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner
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Use caution, reason
to avoid fraudulent
job listings

T

he Internet has developed into an entity that pervades
all aspects of daily life. While this has many advantages, like constant access to the myriad wonders of
YouTube, there are also many darker avenues down
which one can travel, sometimes unwittingly.
The imperiled Nigerian prince in desperate need of money and
basic grammar lessons has become a veritable comedic goldmine
and has raised awareness of Internet scammers. But not all are so
humorous or so obvious.
Feverish college students, desperate to gain résumé experience that makes them employable, are particularly vulnerable to
job scammers.
Recently, a fraudulent job posting, claiming to be able to give
students easy, flexible work for good wages and without contact,
was discovered on FirstClass. This is not the first such incident.
The ad directed interested applicants to page131.com, where
they were prompted to enter credit card information in order to
pay a one time start up fee of $19.95.
Without doing too much research, this could appear to be a
legitimate job posting; so, in an age where criminals can easily
masquerade as legitimate entities, how can real job opportunities
be distinguished from fake ones?
With discernment and a few questions, the good can be sorted
from the bad.
With any non-physical job application, start with a basic Internet search. If a company appears under multiple hits from any
given search, chances are they’re legitimate. Conversely, if a company is nearly invisible online, chances are they’re fraudulent.
Any job posting that contains incorrect grammar or randomly
capitalized words should be an immediate telltale sign of fraudulence. Many scammers generate advertisements with software.
Unlike real people, software doesn’t necessarily pick up on colloquial ticks in grammar or capitalization. Professional companies
have someone overseeing their hiring. This means their advertisements are reviewed and likely not grammatically idiosyncratic.
Any company that purports to be able to provide work without
needing personal information or contact is not legitimate.
For tax purposes, the law requires that employers verify the
identity of their employees if they are going to collect a paycheck.
Companies that require no personal information or contact should
immediately set off red flags. In most states, employers are also
required to use an E-Verify system to check the citizenship status of potential hires. This also requires personal information to
change hands.
Because very little information is needed for identity theft to
occur, never give personal information, including your credit card
number, to an employer that is suspicious. The information required in a credit card transaction contains enough data for identity thieves to obtain Social Security numbers.
Startup fees are not something that most companies require.
Job training is either paid for by employers or will be gone over
in detail after an initial round of inquiry. If an employer does ask
for credit card information, asking why they require it is always
a good idea. Legitimate need should be explained unhesitatingly.
Equivocation and evasion should raise questions about an employer’s intent. Regardless, it’s better to be safe than become an
unwitting victim of identity theft.
Since the Internet lacks corporeal form, it’s much easier for
fraud to be perpetrated, but a healthy amount of skepticism and a
rationally applied set of questions are the best way to guarantee
safety. This is particularly important in terms of job applications,
as these frequently require the exchange of personal information.
However, as general rules, these can also help ensure online security.
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University system must be held
accountable via shared sacrifice
Romany Melek
Since Hosni Mubarak
took office in Egypt in
1981, the media was entirely in the hands of
the state. Egyptian media used to be the trumpet that the government
and the president used to
shape thought and public
opinion to serve their interests.
That’s only until the
turn of the third millennium, when the private media started to show up in
the Egyptian society. The
media shift was initiated
when Al-Masry Al-Youm,
an Egyptian newspaper,
printed its first issue on
June 7, 2004.
After Al-Masry AlYoum,
many
private
newspapers and news
channels, after seeing
this precedent, were established. All these private outlets of journalism
were, and still are, more
attractive to the Egyptian
citizenry than those belong to the government.
The new media is more
technologically rich and,
more importantly, they

say what people feel.
Approximately
40
percent of the Egyptian
people are illiterate; 10
percent are cancer patients; and many more are
living below the poverty
line and are unemployed.
Despite all of this, stateowned TV was always
saying that life was easy
and the government was
doing as much as it could
and the president was the
Egyptian father.
Once people saw someone speaking about their
problems and suffering,
they left the government
“trumpet” behind and
tuned into the private media.
In such circumstances,
it would be very easy to
imagine that the relation
between the private media and the government
was not good whatsoever.
On one hand, the government would never
like showing their dirty
laundry every morning
in newspapers and every evening on the talk
shows. On the other hand,

the entire business of the
private media comes from
criticizing the rusty performance of the government and dramatizing the
suffering of the poor.
So, I can dare say the
private media in Egypt
greatly helped in getting
the people to the revolution of 2011. In addition,
Al-Jazeera, as a huge
news window, widely
open to the whole world,
played a huge role by supporting the same stance
that the Egyptian independent media supported.
Why? Because the Qatari
administration did not see
that Mubarak’s regime
served their interests in
the Middle East.
When the Islamist trend
that controlled the presidency and more than half
of the parliament became
politically dominant in
2012, major institutions
in Egypt started to feel
threatened and targeted.
In the beginning, that
sort of feeling was exaggerated, but shortly after
Mohamed Morsi, the Is-

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Touchdown “Touched by an Angel”
First down Big frown
Running back Heart attack
Extra point Smokin’ a joint
Fourth down Bigger frown

lamist President, took office, that feeling became
absolutely justified.
No one can deny that
Mubarak, Al-sadat and
Abdel Naser persecuted
Islamists. However, Islamists had a golden opportunity to finally gain
power when they seized
control of the state and
the presidency after the
revolution.
The issue is that they
did not seize the opportunity; they wasted their
time and the time of the
Egyptian people whose
hopes were almost in the
sky after a massive revolution.
The Islamists were
convinced that everyone
was against them and various governmental bodies
were plotting their destruction.
Romany Melek is a
Fulbright Scholar from
Cairo, Egypt. In Egypt,
Melek worked in translation for a news agency
and as a reporter for an
English-language newspaper.
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Private enterprise trumps public
Deep-seated emotion
should be impetus behind sector in healthcare website rollout
holiday celebration
Last year, the Sandy when they are grieving? we had to live in the same
Hook school shooting came Shared grief is a deeper, poverty as the rest of the
just in time for Christmas. tougher joy than the main- world. That is the ThanksThis year, a typhoon struck tenance of my own flimsy giving I want to reject. I
just in time for Thanksgiv- facade of happiness. Pain- want a holiday that offers
ing.
killers — such as holidays a credible response to the
I do not mean this as that have no legitimate suffering and pain in the
irony, callousness or dark response to this kind of world — to the typhoons
humor. I mean that if our suffering — may alleviate and the school shootings.
celebrations — our holi- discomfort, but they alleviThe word “holiday”
days — cannot exist in the ate real joy too.
stems from “holy day.” I
face of the suffering and
Second, suffering is need something entirely
pain of reality, we ought to the result of brokenness. set apart and wholly other,
find some that can, or give A holiday that ignores the which responds to sufferthem up entirely. If cele- brokenness, instead of an- ing not with materialistic
bration only exists because swering it, is only enabling inebriation but with sawe either forget or choose the aggravation of that bro- credness — a Thanksgivto ignore suffering, it is kenness. If Thanksgiving ing full of gratefulness
mere sentimentalfor what I have
ity. If they have no
received,
and
legitimate response
full of hope in
to pain, they are ilthe face of loss,
lusory. They are
too. I need a
I want a holiday that
painkillers.
Thanksgiving in
offers a credible response
What is wrong
the staggering
to the suffering and pain in
with painkillers?
light of ChristFirst, they limit the
mas, Good Frithe world — to the typhoons
capacity for feelday and Easter;
and the school shootings.
a
Thanksgiving — including
ing not of what
joy. Second, if they
treat the pain only,
I have been
given, but of
not the cause of the
whom.
symptom, they enSeth Dorman
Although
able the painless
I may not be
use of what is broable to underken, which usually
causes it to break more.
is a time for me to forget stand the intricacies of
Despite technological about suffering, and not a God’s ways or how a good
advancements, which have response to the underly- God can allow pain, I can
informed us that one of ing cause of that suffering, know that he is a God who
the worst typhoons in their then it is a comfortable lie. stepped into the world,
history has devastated and It is loading up on painkill- took on human nature, sufkilled thousands, the Phil- ers until I am able to clutch fered more deeply than any
ippines are distant. Their the searing-hot iron and other, defeated death itself,
and offered real hope and a
pain is distant too. But part keep on laughing.
of me wants to feel it, even
For many, I fear this is real cure for broken people
as they feel it, so that I can all that Thanksgiving is — in a broken world. Though
grieve more with them, and at best — a celebration of hardly the opiate for the
encourage them.
all that we have, because masses, this is a cause for
Why should I be glad it would be unbearable if honest celebration.

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.

It took embattled CGI
Federal, an American subsidiary of Canadian CGI
Group, $93 million to build
the infamously defunct
healthcare.gov
website.
It took three 20-year-old
programmers only a few
days to create a functioning
health care exchange site.
The president is making
desperate and unilateral concessions to cancelled policyholders without admitting
how paltry and unpopular
the coverage dictated by
his law is as whispered announcements of
the promised website fix
not being
ready in
time are
b e i n g
bandied
about in
hushed,
snickering tones.
A f ter using
the tonedeaf campaign trail mantra of “Detroit’s alive and
Osama bin Laden is dead,”
the president’s legislation
took over one-sixth of the
economy and is overseeing
an agonizing, protracted
exsanguination.
Over a month after the
launch, only 106,000 people have signed up, and that
includes those who haven’t
actually paid for a plan
yet. This falls well short of
the half million the White
House expected to enroll in
the first month.
From every measurable
metric, the early stages of
the health care rollout have
been an abject failure. But
it didn’t have to be.
For a moment, forget all
the marvelously beneficial
machinations of free enterprise and enter a land of
conjecture where socialized

industry and governmentrun health care have some
merit as policies.
Instead of a no-bid government contract granted to
a company that has a history of being over budget and
behind schedule on smaller,
regional Canadian health
care databases, why not
open up the website design
process to young, innovative minds?
Surely, the same kind of
progressive ideology that
underlies socialized health
care extends to a collabora-

ad competitions have been
subsidized by the federal
government,
essentially
creating taxpayer-funded
propaganda. Why not in
other areas of the legislation?
Although the mandates
of the healthcare regulations have a bit of a “from
each according to his abilities, to each according to
his needs” feel, the government is “for the people, by
the people.” Why not make
people more involved in
those things that most affect
them, especially
if those
things lie
From every
within
measurable metric, the
their talent?
early stages of the health
B u t
care rollout have been
now we
an abject failure. But
c o m e
back to
it didn’t have to be.
the inescapable
invisible
Katherine Revello
h a n d .
Competition and
initiative produce the best
tive spirit.
The three San Francisco- results, as this dichotomy
based programmers created clearly illustrates. The
thehealthsherpa.com, which more this absolute is avoidprovides health care plan ed, the more it is written in
and cost information. Un- blaring, bold strokes upon
like the federal exchange, those operations that try to
with its myriad security flout natural laws.
Competency and intelrisks stemming from the
necessity of entering sen- ligence breed innovation.
sitive personal data, users Innovation is the only way
of the alternative site need in which society moves
forward. Only open sysonly enter their zip code.
Using code from the fed- tems, wherein trial and ereral website, it took them ror allow consequences to
only a few days. And while become obvious and to be
users can’t actually pur- learned from, allow this to
chase health care plans that happen. Closed systems,
meet Obamacare’s require- which suppress outside inment, the contrast between terests and insulate their
the service-driven initia- chosen disciples from pentive of these three young alty, bring only chaos and
men and a quasi-nepotistic misery. Would that the
quagmire of the federal federal government would
website’s development is realize this and allow openness to transcend all its actelling.
Various pro-Obamacare tions.

Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for
length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written.
Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be in .doc
format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.

WANT TO
WRITE?
The Maine Campus is hiring!
The student newspaper of the University
of Maine is looking for writers interested in
contributing to the Opinion section.
Contact Opinion Editor Katherine
Revello on FirstClass for more
information!
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Frost

from A12

show on Oct. 30. He seemed
like an interesting character,
so I approached him for a
chat. As it turned out, he had
seen the ladies of Her Campus promoting the event in
the Union and decided to give
them his $20 donations as
well as attend the event. I was
pleasantly surprised by the
conversation that followed.
After discussing the negative
stigma associated with breast
cancer in men and Mr. Frost’s
work as an over-the-phone
hypnotist, I asked Mr. Frost if
I could have a more in depth
discussion with him at a later
date.
I wanted to know his story.
This is what he told me:
“I’m curious, that’s my
nature. I experience the world
through doing things. Some
people are visual; their brain
works like that. They learn
through what they see. Other
people kind of relate to things
through what they hear. For
me, I’m kinesthetic. Doing
physical things and getting
involved in things is how I
relate to them. I’m not shy
about asking people about
things. I like to do that because that’s how I learn about
what’s going on around me.
An important part of knowing me is knowing that.”
Frost was born in Wyoming in 1945. Both of his parents were shepherds. When
he was 9 years old, his family
moved to Easton, Maine, just
south of Presque Isle. His father continued to tend a flock
of sheep as Frost attended
high school. Frost graduated
in 1963 and in the fall of that
same year, he enrolled at the
University of Maine to study
chemical engineering. His
most memorable experience
from his first year at the university was John F. Kennedy’s visit to the campus in
October of 1963.
“Just after I came [to
UMaine] in September of
1963, John F. Kennedy was
coming back from in Europe.
Air Force One landed in Dow
Air Force base, where Bangor
International Airport is now.
His limousine brought him
out to the football field and
the whole campus went over
and listened to him give a talk
about his trip to Europe.
“Back in 1963, every
freshmen had to take ROTC,
and so I was one of the cadets

Hauck

from A12

feet-long pool proved challenging for the producers.
“One of the biggest challenges I faced as a director
was the month of rehearsals we had before we got
the water,” Douglas said.
“With the addition of the
lights and sound it is like a
live thing in itself.”
Every actor plays multiple roles, and each actor’s
character is linked through
the myths that are told.
“I really enjoy being
able to switch between
different characters with
every scene,” said Nellie Kelly, the actress who
plays Myrrha, Psyche, Iris
and Hunger. “It is a challenge, but it makes the
show much different from
other productions I have
been in.”
Kelly has been acting
since she was 8 years old.
She is in her third year at
UMaine, studying theater
and history.
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out on the field. I was in the
honor guard for him. It was
an odd thing. One month later he was shot in Dallas. The
two events seemed to be connected in my mind in a way,
and that was a terrible thing
to me.
“Everyone has that person
that motivates them and represents their ideals and to me
he was one of them. That was
a very disheartening experience for me and all the people

blew up, blew my eardrums,
burned off my hair, even my
eyelashes. Shredded my arms,
I could see the bone sticking
out. The soldiers I was with
had to leave me there. Helicopters came and sprayed the
whole area then they came
back and got me. They were
surprised that I walked out of
there … Sometimes we think
it’s luck, but then we don’t
know.”
Frost was flown from the

Working in and around
water proved to be a challenge for the actors, as
well.
“The temperature is never the same and the theater
is quite cold,” Kelly said.
“Moving while soaked or
wading through water is
a unique experience that
forces you to change your
tactics every night.”
The challenge of working around a pool also
brought the actors together,
bonding them in an unusual way.
“Most of the cast I had
never met before, but we
all have become quite
close, and I think that’s
due in part to the struggles
with the pool,” Kelly said.
“Otherwise, one of the best
parts of this show is how
close the cast became.”
Douglass credits Bilodeau as the reason for
choosing such an unorthodox play. Normally when
choosing which plays to
direct, Douglass asks the
designers for suggestions
but usually doesn’t get any

recommendations.
This
year, Bilodeau suggested
Metamorphoses.
“I was familiar with
[Metamorphoses] but always had thought the pool
would make it near impossible to do,” Douglas said.
“[Bilodeau] assured me
that we could do it. My
hope is that the audience
will experience the magic
of the imagination and storytelling to transform and
to heal.”
“The visual aspect of
the play was quite enjoyable,” said audience member Mariah Picard, referring to the pool, lightning
and set design. “I liked the
comedic aspects, as well as
the more mature themes of
Metamorphoses.”
The production lasts for
90 minutes with no intermission. There will be seven performances: Nov. 15,
16, 21, 22 and 23 at 7:30
p.m., and Nov. 17 and 24 at
2 p.m. Tickets are free with
a MaineCard, $10 regular
admission.

spite the pressures of being a ven, Conn.
After exploring the U.S.
father and husband.
“It was hard because I was coastline, Frost decided to
overcommitted. I was mar- move further south. He purried and had several children, chased a boat in the Virgin
and I was trying to study and Islands and sailed to St.
be a father and a husband, Thomas in the Caribbean.
and it was too many roles to He lived there for five years
play at the same time. I had working as a tutor in the math
to take a part-time job as a department as well as teachdispatcher at the [UMaine] ing french at the University
police department. Even of the Virgin Islands.
though I knew I had the inFollowing this adventure,
tellectual capacity to succeed Frost moved back to the Conand get my [Master’s] degree necticut and married his curand couldn’t make that com- rent wife, Heidi Herrick, who
mitment at the expense of my is a planetarium instructor at
“Now that I’ve [lived] everyone’s
family.”
Yale. He had done so much
Frost graduated with his and only wanted more.
retirement fantasy life, I thought,
Bachelor’s degree in math“Now that I’ve [lived]
‘I never finished my thesis.’”
ematics in 1974 and moved everyone’s retirement fantasy
to Hartford, Conn. where he life, I thought, ‘I never finStanley Frost found a job as an actuary at an ished my thesis.’”
Frost returned to the Uniinsurance company. In 1981,
Frost was diagnosed with a versity of Maine and started
I knew. Everything seemed to scene of the attack to Tokyo, retinal disease that slowly working on his master’s thechange. It was like the world and later to a military hospital degenerated his vision to the sis in August 2013. He has
hates us.”
within the U.S.; Frost had se- point where, in 1991, he was gotten special waivers so that
In 1966, after two and a rious injuries to his arms and forced to retire on disability.
his course credits from classhalf years at the university, the back of his head. After one
This would have been es he had taken long before
Frost left. He did not like year in the hospital, Frost was enough to sideline most peo- would count toward his dethe amount of pollution that brought back to active duty ple. Instead, Frost decided gree. He is currently living in
chemical plants were dis- as a company commander at that he wanted to sail.
a room in Stoddard Hall with
charging at the time, and be- Fort Knox, where he was the
“I had never seen the special equipment which alcause the draft was in full ef- chief of the leadership divi- ocean. It wasn’t until we lows him to work with his
fect for Vietnam, he decided sion at the academy for non- moved to Maine that I saw poor eyesight.
to enlist.
commissioned officers. Two the ocean. It was love at first
Frost is working on a thesis
“When I left the univer- years later he was transferred sight … I think that a sailboat related to reliability theory, a
sity in 1966, I said, ‘Well, to Fort Evans as an instructor is an ingenious thing. I’m in- theory in the field of statistics
I’m gonna be drafted anyway at the army security agency. trigued by [it]. It’s an amaz- that describes the probability
so I might as well do it on It was here that he met his ing thing to me that the minds of a system completing its
my own instead of waiting first wife, with whom he had of people could find a way to expected function during an
for someone to stick a rifle several children.
harness the force of the wind interval of time. Frost will
in my hands.’ I went to the
In 1973, due to the expens- and go places.”
present his thesis for review
recruiting office and said, ‘I es of the war and the amount
Frost attended Annapolis on April 25.
can speak French, I can speak of strain that gas prices were
Spanish, I know computers, putting on the U.S. economy,
“I think this is all one big adventure,
what can I do?’
many industries were laying
“They sent me to the Na- off employees in massive
life itself. There are always going to be
tional Security Agency Fort numbers. The U.S. military
challenges and disappointments too,
Meade where I worked as a laid off around 5,000 capradio intercept analyst. What tains that year, one of whom
but you can’t fail until you quit.”
we did was we intercepted was Frost. Later that year,
radio communications. If [the Frost decided to return to the
Stanley Frost
communications] were in University of Maine to study
French, they sent them to me mathematics. He found the
and I would tell them what university to be a very differ- Sailing School in Annapolis,
“Now, as circumstances
it was … One of my targets ent place this time around.
MD. and learned to sail. Frost worked out, I have an opporwas the Cambodian Secret
“After eight years in the then bought his own boat and tunity to complete something
Police.”
army, I had a different kind took it on a variety of trips. that I set out to do a long
Because of his knowledge of viewpoint. The campus He has sailed the length of time ago. It seems as though
of mathematics and ballistics, had changed too: it was re- the East coast, sailing as far the time is right for me. I’ve
Frost was then sent to Viet- ally kind of a ruckus kind of north as Nova Scotia and fulfilled my obligation to my
nam to work in an artillery a place. It was like a hangout Lake Champlain via the Hud- children and I’ve had a career
unit to serve his mandatory for aging hippies. The draft son River.
as an actuary. Now I at last
two years in a combat role. was ending but a lot of peoFor a short time he also am able to put aside some
While on active duty, Frost’s ple who were hanging out in worked on the Clearwater of those cares and focus on
patrol was attacked by group school were trying to avoid Sloop, a ship that sails down completing my education.
of North Vietnamese soldiers. the draft. It wasn’t a place the Hudson river as a mobile
“As I walk around the
An RPG was fired at Frost’s where people had intellectual platform for environmental campus I can see how things
squad, detonating closely be- discipline and goals it was education. In 1998, Frost as- have changed. I knew many
hind Frost and leaving him more like they were running sisted with the construction of of the men whose names are
severely injured.
a replica of the famous slave on these buildings. ‘Squeaky’
from something.”
“I heard it coming. That
Frost soldiered on toward ship, La Amistad, which is Bennett was my physics prowhooshing noise. Then it his Bachelor’s degree, de- currently moored in New Ha- fessor. Lyle Jenness was chair

Stogie

from A12

Robeson graduated from
Rutgers University in 1919
as valedictorian and an AllAmerican football player. He
later went on to play in the
early NFL and attend Columbia Law School.
Kenyatta is a Jamaicanborn, Brooklyn–raised classically trained actor. He has appeared in over 30 TV credits
from sitcoms to soap operas.
Thus far, Kenyatta has brought
“The World Is My Home” to
250 universities.
His performance, which
won the 2013 NAACP theater
award for “Best One Person
Show,” attempts to use “theater as a vehicle for social
change.”
The performance chronicles Robeson’s life from the
death of his mother when he
was 5 years old to his retirement in 1963, focusing on
Robeson’s enlightenment and
inspiration to create social
change.
“Writing and speaking are

the first barometers of intelligence,” Kenyatta said after
the show.
After the character Robeson realizes his job in a law
firm is meaningless if he can’t
try any cases, Kenyatta, as
Robeson, said, “I realized I
didn’t just have an opinion,
but had a voice.”
Following the performance,
Kenyatta thanked many members of the School of Performing Arts who helped him put
on the event.
He then spoke about the
importance of African American influence on creative culture.
Kenyatta explained African-Americans
invented
every type of music besides
classical and opera. “We have
seduced the world,” he said.
For Kenyatta, the goal of
the play is to inspire a new
generation so Robeson’s brilliance doesn’t remain lost
while instilling Robeson’s
belief that each individual can
change the world.
“There is a new generation
of students who understand
that just because they can,

of the chemical engineering
department when I was here.
I knew Dean Shibles. I was
here when Howard Neville
was president of the university.”
Frost is also an active
member of the National
Guild of Hypnotists, an international group that is the
largest official organization
of hypnotists in the world.
Frost receives calls from people around the world who are
looking for assistance with
their problems.
“I’m what’s called a
coach, which is a person that
you call once a week. I keep
track of the people who call
and we get to know each
other … I know them better
than their best friends and the
thing is, is I don’t ever meet
them. They just know me as a
phone number and a compassionate listener.
“I use a technique that
we call neuro-linguistic programming. Many people are
held back by beliefs they developed in childhood from
experiences or something that
happened to them, these false
beliefs they have are holding
them back. I can’t change
what happened to them, but I
can change what it means in
their mind. I think psychologists call this reframing.”
It’s hard to imagine what
more he can do. After hearing what he had told me, I sat
back in awe of his drive. Then
came the inevitable question:
what will you do next?
To this, he replied:
“I have a boat in Milford,
Conn. that I’m getting ready
to sail. There are these two
islands near Newfoundland
that still belong to France.
Not many people know that.
In cruising magazines and
sailing magazines, I’ve never
seen an article about going
there. And so I want to sail
out there, take some pictures
and write an article about it.
“I like to think that I’m
not afraid. In my life, fear
and anxiety have played an
important role, and I’ve tried
to overcome that. I think fear
is something that steals away
our spirit and I try to overcome that and this is one of
the ways I do it. I say, ‘Isn’t
that a great adventure, let’s
go do that.’ I think this is all
one big adventure, life itself.
There are always going to be
challenges and disappointments too, but you can’t fail
until you quit.”
doesn’t mean they should,”
Kenyatta said after the show.
In
the
performance
Robeson becomes a celebrity through football, then
becomes involved in 1920s
Harlem Renaissance when he
met his wife and realized the
power of his fame, wealth and
celebrity, choosing to commit
his life to service through his
creative strengths.
“Nations go to war, but it’s
always our culture that unites
us,” Kenyatta said as Robeson.
Robeson, who spoke 15
different languages, travelled
the world realizing the issues
surrounding the Holocaust
were no different than his
own.
He subsequently was
brought back to America
where the United States Government closely watched him
as a communist sympathizer.
The Supreme Court eventually overruled the decision
to revoke his passport. Robeson returned to Europe where
he performed more and then
retired back in the United
States.
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Album Review:
David Bowie,
‘The Next Day Extra’
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Film Review:
‘Last Vegas’
All-star cast doesn’t make up for predictable story

Bowie bonus disc more than collection of throwaways
Derrick Rossignol
Editor In Chief

When he’s not busy judging Derek v. Hansel walk-offs
— so hot right now, Hansel
— or pumping out decade-defining hits, legendary musician
David Bowie does ... well, over
the past 10-or-so years, not a
whole lot.
It was commonly accepted
that he had retired, not having
released an album since 2003’s
“Reality” and not performing live since 2006. But then,
on Jan. 6, 2013 — his 60th
birthday — it was announced
that “The Next Day,” his first
record in 10 years, would be
coming out in March 2013.
The general consensus was
that the album was a brilliant
return to form and, to some,
just about on par with anything
he’s ever put out, high praise
for an album that’s part of a
discography as acclaimed as
Bowie’s, from 1972’s glamrock odyssey “The Rise and
Fall of Ziggy Stardust and
the Spiders from Mars” to the
experimental 1977 Brian Eno
collaboration “Low.”
Just as the album was starting to fade out of the attention-deficit music world’s consciousness, Bowie put himself
back in the spotlight by announcing an expanded edition
of his comeback album, titled
“The Next Day Extra.”
“Extra” implies that the
bonus disc is simply a bunch
of throwaways compiled to
satisfy the perversely detailed
needs of rock historians and
discography completists. To
a degree, there’s truth there:
“The Next Day Extra” is a
three disc special edition of the
album, the first disc being the
original release and the third
being a DVD collection of promotional videos. Our focus is
on the second disc, which contains four new songs, four cuts
from various deluxe releases
of the original record and two
remixes.
On the other hand, there
are more than a few tracks
that make this re-release
worthwhile. Opening number
“Atomica” is a good time, a
slice of classic Bowie rock,
although the percussion is almost dance influenced, with a
constant kick drum maintaining rhythm and propelling the
track forward to a feel-good,
sing-along chorus: “Let’s get
this show on the road / Let’s
get Atomica / Let’s rock till we
explode / Let’s get Atomica.”
Where things get interesting
is in one of the last places you
would initially expect until further inspection: one of the re-

CBS Films

Kyle Hadyniak

ISO
mix tracks. Bonus disc remixes
are usually lifeless, synth-filled
rehashings of its source material used to fill a second disc
and get a few bucks out of the
aforementioned completists.
But look closer at the first
half of the title for the “Lost
is Lost” remix: “Lost is Lost
(Hello Steve Reich Mix […]”
— another bologna title for a
club-banging song extension
by a talentless hack. Wait a
second, though, because it gets
better: “[…] by James Murphy for the DFA).” For those
who haven’t already exited out
of this browser tab or thrown
this paper to the ground to go
find this track, an explanation:
James Murphy is the frontman for the now-defunct LCD
Soundsystem, the dance-punk
indie gods of the 2000s whose
idiosyncratic sound falls somewhere between, well, dance
and punk, with disco and electronic thrown in for good measure.
DFA is the record label
that Murphy co-founded with
fellow musician Tim Goldsworthy and former child actor Jonathan Galkin. Murphy
and Goldsworthy produce
some of the best remixes being
pumped out today: In a review
of the compilation album “The
DFA Remixes: Chapter One,”
Rob Theakston wrote, “With
an attention to deconstruction
and detail, the duo fine-combs
original recordings and turns
out remixes that are unique
and detached from their origin.
This ethic is a rare commodity
in the dance world, with only
a few [...] ascending to such
notoriety on the strength of remixing.”
Essentially, what we have
on our hands is a collaboration
between Bowie, one of the
most creative musical minds

of the ’70s, and Murphy, one
of the most creative musical
minds of the ’00s: it’s very,
very good. It begins with scattered applause and cheering
that eventually organize themselves into a consistent tempo,
bolstered by dry, punchy, DFAstyle drums.
Fluttery synths and accenting piano hits underscore
Bowie’s longing vocals until
the middle of the track, where
the floodgates open and floods
of progressive, futuristic disco
glory come pouring out in so
beautiful a way. Saying it can’t
be described is a cop-out used
by writers not talented or motivated enough to explain what’s
happening, so I’m sorry, but
you’re really going to have to
listen for yourself.
This wasn’t meant to be
a giant plug for Murphy and
DFA remixes, although it
would be in your best interest
to check out both of their compilation records. But back to
Bowie, the half of this meeting
of the minds that sparked this
discussion: creative fires tend
to go out as the decades fly by,
evidenced by the myriad of
vintage acts still pumping out
mediocre records and performing greatest hits tours. Bowie’s,
however, still burns strong. He
may have needed a few years
off to add fuel to the fire, but
it’s still hot.
Bowie — so hot right now,
Bowie.

Grade: B

For The Maine Campus
“Last Vegas” is best described as an elderly “Grown
Ups”-type movie. However,
unlike “Grown Ups”, “Last
Vegas” has more heart in its
admittedly predictable plot.
An all-star ensemble featuring Michael Douglas, Morgan
Freeman, Kevin Kline and
Robert De Niro offer an effective humor and heartfelt
dichotomy, with De Niro and
Douglas handling the most
emotional scenes. All in all,
“Last Vegas” is a flawed and
predictable film, yet it succeeds
in offering a heartfelt theme
and decent comedic plot.
When Billy — played by
Douglas — gets engaged to
a much younger woman, his
friends Archie, Paddy and
Sam — Freeman, De Niro and
Kline, respectively — throw
him a bachelor party in Las Vegas. A romantic complication
that occurred between Billy,
Paddy and Paddy’s dead wife
decades ago emerges and ultimately comes to a head during
their stay in Vegas. That is how
complicated the plot gets.
Despite its shallowness,
the script is supported with
a healthy sprinkling of sex,
age and crude jokes, leaving
younger audiences somewhat
satisfied.
”Last Vegas”’ plot is enjoyable, while being predictable.
Unfortunately, there are only a
few laugh-out-loud moments.
Instead, only chuckle-worthy
moments populate the film.
To the film’s credit, the
older cast’s characters showcase their respective talents.

Kline is appropriately the most
comedic element, offering
several laugh worthy physical
comedy moments. Freeman
is surprisingly comedic, while
offering one or two excellent
dramatic moments. Finally,
Douglas and De Niro, as the
center of the romantic backstory element, offer excellent
dramatic scenes but less effective comedic bits.
There are some truly good
elements of “Last Vegas.” The
movie begins quite effectively,
as we see the four main characters living their elderly, dissatisfying lives. The first and last
scenes involve Kline showcasing his subtle comedic skill, and
the final retrospective goodbye
between the friends showcases
excellent delivery by Douglas. A few scenes, such as the
bikini judging contest and
Sam’s encounter with a sexually-charged younger woman,
bring the pros of the script to
life. If only the screenplay was
this consistent throughout the
movie.
“Last Vegas”’ dramatic
moments feel forced, sometimes coming out of the blue
and containing less-than-stellar dialogue. The movie is at
its best during the many fishout-of-water moments, with
Vegas proving to be an excellent catalyst for many of these
scenes. In a city that is known
for its high energy and youthful vibe, it is only appropriate
that four aged men find their
proverbial second wind there.
Coming to terms with age is
the thesis behind “Last Vegas.”
While the idea is tried and true,
the message isn’t as effectively
told as in other movies. The

mostly dramatic third act strays
from the comedic first and second acts, creating an odd separation; this is where the movie
feels forced. A comedy perhaps
isn’t the most effective method
to tell this kind of story, but the
skill of the leads and the decent
screenplay help hold the movie
together.
It is important to note the
age demographic “Last Vegas”
targets. While some scenes are
indicative of a “Hangover”type movie (that is, one aimed
toward younger audiences),
the message of the movie is
more relatable to older audiences. This is not to say teenagers won’t enjoy the movie,
but the elderly will find a lot to
love about “Last Vegas.”
The mixed nature of “Last
Vegas” brings the movie down
significantly. This fault mainly
lies with Dan Fogelman’s
merely adequate screenplay.
The cast does its best, being
charismatic and surprisingly
funny. While not good enough
to be called a great movie,
“Last Vegas” is nonetheless
a heartfelt thematically potent film with several genuinely funny moments. While
not structurally excellent, the
screenplay is serviceable and
makes for a decent comedy.
Anybody who is looking
for a solely consistently laughout-loud comedy should look
elsewhere. “Last Vegas,” despite its problems, has soul,
which helps make up for its
glaring problems.

Grade: C+
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Artist Sachiko Akiyama
gives gallery talk at UMMA
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

Process, nature and inspiration were topics of conversation at Boston-based
sculptor and artist Sachiko
Akiyama’s gallery talk at
the University of Maine Museum of Art on Friday afternoon.
Akiyama spoke in support
of her exhibit On Finding
Home, a collection of sculptures, which incorporate nature and people representing
Akiyama’s Japanese-American heritage.
The show took a year to
put together. It includes six
new pieces Akiyama created
for the exhibit, where she
moved from her traditional
medium of Basswood to other forms such as glass, metal
and clay.
The gallery talk was a
conversation among those
gathered and the Americanborn artist about her process
and inspiration.
Akiyama explained her
method in which she first

makes pieces of a sculpture,
like a mountain range or a
hand, then finds a way for
them to work collectively.
“I’m trying to be a bit
more experimental about
how I put things together,”
she said.
Akiyama doesn’t like having a set idea of what her art
will look like beforehand.
“When I start carving I
want to discover things,” she
said. “You start with an idea,
but you don’t understand
what it is until you make it.”
The same ideas of ambiguity apply to the viewer’s
conception of Akiyama’s
work.
“She wants the viewer to
make these connections but
she doesn’t come right out
and say these works are Japanese-American,” UMMA
Curator and Director George
Kinghorn said. “She doesn’t
promote herself being a Japanese-American artist, she’s
just an artist.”
The exhibit was inspired
by Akiyama’s piece I Remember What I Did Not See,

a sculpture of a life size girl
lying on the ground holding
a bird. It is unclear whether
the girl is sleeping, dead or
how Akiyama intended it to
be.
“I hope all images I end up
choosing have open endings
to them,” Akiyama said.
Akiyama explained that
the bird in the girl’s hand is
a sparrow. The artists, whose
education is in science, became interested in birds. She
chose a sparrow because it is
adaptable and, if taken away
from its home, can learn to
make a new one.
Akiyama also mentioned
the bird as a symbol for the
soul in Christian art, complicating the meaning behind
the piece.
The sculpture On Finding Home, an image of a
girl holding a forest over her
head, was popular among the
group, sparking conversation
about Akiyama’s connection
to nature.
“There are these natural
impulses, this greater inexplicable force that’s shaping

us. I wanted to incorporate
that into this piece,” she said.
“Nature has all this mystery
to it. There is just so much
you can’t find out.”
Akiyama, a professor at
Boston University, spoke
about her teaching style in
response to an attendee’s
question. She explained
that BU uses more fundamentals-based teaching than
conceptual-based, sparking a
conversation about art education.
Akiyama’s work is based
in technique and BU’s teaching style.
“She is an extraordinary
technical wood carver,” said
Kinghorn, who was also impressed by Akiyama’s work
in new mediums.
“The important thing is in
organizing this show to take
opportunity try new materials, and she did it very successfully,” Kinghorn said.
The On Finding Home
exhibit will be shown until
January at UMMA, which is
open Monday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Pearl Jam, please stop
rockin’ in the free world
Column
On Nov. 15, at a Pearl
Jam concert in Dallas, Eddie
Vedder invited Wild Flag’s
Carrie Brownstein — also
of “Portlandia” fame — and
Annie Clark — a.k.a. St.
Vincent
— to the
stage to
join the
band in
a cover
of Neil
Young’s
classic,
“Rockin’
in
the Free How I Hear It
World.”
By Derrick
I
f
Rossignol
reading that
induces feelings of deja vu,
you’re not alone. Things of
this nature have happened
before. On the first page of
a YouTube search for “keep
on rockin in the free world
live,” there are videos of seven different instances when
Pearl Jam have covered the
song. A search for “keep on
rockin in the free world neil
young pearl jam” yields videos of six separate occasions
on which they’ve played the
song with Young.
Pearl Jam seems to have
an interesting fascination
with the song. It’s a fine tune,
one of Young’s better ones,
but it feels like Pearl Jam
drags a new face on stage to
play it with them every day.
From what I gather, they’ve
performed it with Young,

Zeppelin
from A12

a number of hits and lesser
known tracks. Of the less
known, they played “Tangerine,” a song of sweet early
love, “The Ocean” and the
powerful and percussive
“Moby Dick.” Crowd-pleasing hits were not in short supply. The audience cheered
and played air guitar through
favorites including the gypsy
ballad “Babe, I’m Gonna
Leave You,” “Over the Hills
and Far Away” and, of course,
that song of songs, “Stairway
to Heaven,” among many
more.
While those less-played

Brownstein
and
Clark,
Brownstein’s former band
Sleater-Kinney, U2’s Bono
and The Edge, Ben Harper,
and Chris Cornell, according
to the first five pages of YouTube results for “pearl jam
rockin in the free world.”
Look guys, I get it: you really like the song, especially
when you’re performing it
with others. But let me, if
you don’t mind, give you
a few suggestions for other
tunes you could try out and
the people you should trot
out to play them with you:
Eddie Vedder’s “Society”
with Jerry Hannan, Robin
Pecknold and Leo Kottke
Vedder wrote a great
soundtrack for the 2007
movie “Into The Wild,” but
the best song on it is one of
the two he didn’t write: “Society,” penned by songwriter
Jerry Hannan. It’d be a nice
nod to have the song’s author in on this collaboration,
which could sound wonderful with Fleet Foxes’ Pecknold providing background
harmonies on the chorus.
Kottke is one of the pioneering musicians of a movement
called American Primitivism,
a genre rooted in the ’60s the
plays classical- or experimental-like
compositions
on acoustic guitar. I would
have chosen Jack Rose over
Kottke, a wonderful contemporary guitarist influenced
by Kottke and his peers. He
plays his instrument as emotionally and virtuosically as
anybody, but sadly, he passed
away in 2009. It would have
been great to hear an extend-

tracks delighted and surprised
members of the audience,
they never faltered and remained as true as a lover to
the original vision. Definitely,
the audience dug every minute of it. The diverse crowd,
spanning generations, that
filled the seats of the CCA
showed that even though decades have passed, the music
of Led Zeppelin still can attract a young, fresh audience.
A testament to what they were
able to achieve as a band, as
well as to the skill and careful study of Get the Led Out,
showed. Of course, the crew
at the CCA did a tremendous
job putting together the stage
and a masterful light show
— a true compliment to the
music.

mainec ampus.c om
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ed acoustic solo to wrap up
the performance, like the one
from his 2002 track, “Red
Horse.”
Beck’s “Broken Drum”
with Beck and Jim James
This slow burner from the
2005 album “Guero” could
work fantastically if Vedder,
Beck and the My Morning
Jacket frontman took turns
with the verses, or even just
Vedder and Beck on verses
with James providing falsetto backing vocals. There’s
also plenty of room to turn
this track into an extended
jam, to which Pearl Jam
and My Morning Jacket are
no strangers. Maybe James
pulls out his omnichord and
lets loose vocally while Beck
and Vedder create a wall of
distorted guitar noise that
builds and builds and builds
and ...
Pearl Jam’s “Yellow Ledbetter” with John Frusciante
and The Polyphonic Spree
The Hendrix-influenced
— borderline Hendrix-ripping-off — Pearl Jam B-side
is probably their greatest
track to never appear on a

proper studio album, having
been left off of “Ten.” In a
live Pearl Jam collaboration,
as you can tell, I’m primarily looking for something
that they could jam on, and
there’s arguably no better, or
at least more interesting, improvisation guitarist around
today than the former Red
Hot Chili Peppers axeman. I
don’t how know they’d pull
it off, or even if it’s doable
at all, but if they could have
an extended psychedelic Frusciante solo, akin to something from his 2009 solo
record “The Empyrean,”
transition into a happy, symphonic Polyphonic Spree
climax. I don’t know if that
sounds good or if it makes
any sense at all, but what do
I have left if not dreams?
Vedder and company:
maybe you don’t have to
take these possibly ridiculous suggestions, but the
next time you’re looking for
something to play on stage
with some buddies, try taking a stab at something different and stop rockin’ in the
free world.

The Asylum’s
‘Titanic 2’ so
bad, it’s good
Column
The Asylum is known for
producing some outrageous
movies, highlights including “Sharknado” and “Mega
Shark
versus
Giant
Octopus.” In
2010, it
decided to
create a
sequel
to the
Netflix
blockTheatre
buster
By Josh Deakin
f i l m
“ T i tanic,” and they sure did not
disappoint.
Most of the time, films
have some sort of build-up
to the opening credits. This
one’s opening scene is the
title. It is a strange occurrence, but anyone who is
familiar with The Asylum
shouldn’t find strange things
surprising. The film begins
with a surfer who appears to
be next to a melting iceberg.
The following scenes depict images of the Titanic II,
a new ship modeled after the
original ship. The scene is
familiar to the iconic first appearance of the ship in James
Cameron’s 1997 film. The
ship is about to embark on
its first trip across the Atlantic Ocean. Does this sound
familiar at all? The only difference so far is that this ship
starts in New York and is setting sail for England.
There is a subplot to the
film that involves a glacier
in Greenland. The glacier is
melting and causes a tsunami as a result. The devastating waves are sent out across
the Atlantic Ocean. It is then
revealed that a large enough
tsunami could move an iceberg.
Despite the ship’s hightech “ice detectors,” the

tsunami wave manages to
hurl a giant iceberg into the
starboard side of the ship.
The ship begins to take on
water on the starboard side;
in a matter of two to three
hours, the ship will go down.
To make matters worse, the
iceberg crushed all of the
lifeboats on the starboard
side. Meanwhile, the glacier
is melting more rapidly, and
the ocean is in danger of a
much larger tsunami that is
destined to destroy everything in its path.
As people are making
their way to the lifeboats,
which is actually some sort
of submarine-looking thing,
the ship’s turbines explode.
The explosion creates a huge
fire in the middle of the boat
and increases the rate of
sinking. The ship is hit again,
this time by the larger tsunami. This wave floods the entire ship and capsizes it. The
main characters of the film
are, of course, the sole survivors of the disaster. After the
second hit, they wait inside
the ship to be rescued.
The film, much like other
productions by The Asylum,
heavily features the use of
computer generated images.
There are certain scenes in
the film that look as if they
were ripped straight out of
a computer game from the
early 2000s. The film is also
quite dark, which makes it
hard to see in certain scenes.
The acting is subpar as well,
but that is to be expected.
Among the cast is Bruce Davison who played Sen. Robert Kelly in the “X-Men”
film series. The rest of the
cast are regulars in B-movies.
All in all, the film is
pretty unnecessary. The plot
requires much suspension
of disbelief. It is, however,
quite funny for trying to be a
serious film. Anyone can enjoy it as long as they search
for the humor in it, and it is
not hard to find.

Album Review

Film Review

David Bowie
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Led Zeppelin tribute group plays at CCA Students
perform
play in
Hauck
Kyle Hadyniak

   For The Maine Campus

Sergio Afonso - Staff Photographer

A Led Zeppelin-based group, Get the Led Out, performs Friday night at the Collins Center for the Arts.

Christopher Burns
For The Maine Campus

The lights go down. On
cue, the audience roars to
life. The curtains go up with
a howitzer barrage, and
there they are: Led Zeppelin
launching into a high voltage,
earth shaking rendition of the
“Immigrant Song.”
But this is not your father’s
Led Zeppelin; this is Get the
Led Out, an American tribute
to the British lords of rock.
On Friday Nov. 15, the
band made an appearance
at the Collins Center for the
Arts, their first appearance

this far north.
They brought plenty of
enthusiasm and energy to
Friday’s performance. Get the
Led Out is made up of Paul
Sinclair, vocals; Paul Hammond, guitar; Jimmy Marchiano, guitar; Billy Childs,
bass; Adam Ferraioli, drums;
and Andrew Lipke, keyboard,
guitar, also featuring Diana
DeSantis’ vocals on “The
Battle of Evermore.”
Cover bands are endemic in bars and coffee shops
across the country. Certainly,
some are better than others. A
cover band is bound to be held
to a high standard taking on

the challenge of replicating an
audience’s favorite songs by
their favorite band.
In ways, being in a cover
band is theatrical. Musicians
go up and try to enter into the
shoes of a guitar player like
Jimmy Page. A good cover
band pulls off the act and
creates an illusion of the real
deal.
Get the Led Out has the
look, but more importantly,
they have the sound and soul,
energy and enthusiasm to
bring the music of Led Zeppelin to life. Of course, Led Zeppelin was a four man group;
Get the Led Out is made up

of six core members plus
a featured vocalist. Not all
members are a likeness to the
original, nor do they intend to
be full-on carbon copies of the
band. For them it is all about
the music. To do so required
more than just four musicians.
As life-long fans of Led Zeppelin, it is their goal to perform the songs as faithfully
to the originals as they can, so
as to pay homage to the music
they regard as “the soundtrack
of our lives.”
For a band as revered as
Led Zeppelin, it is no easy
task to try and fill those
shoes. When Get the Led

Out worked through the first
half of the set, it was easy to
see why a generation considered Plant, Page, Jones and
Bonham gods. Even through
their auditory doppelgangers,
they possess a larger-than-life
presence. Such a presence
can only be communicated
live. The CCA stage became
a place of shamanism and
transformation as Led Zeppelin was united again.
The whole evening was
propelled on the blues-tinged
riffs of Led Zeppelin. They
worked faithfully through
See Zeppelin on A11

An 8,500-gallon pool
of water is the centerpiece
for a play that opened on
Friday in the Hauck Auditorium at the University of
Maine.
“Metamorphoses,”
a
play that originally debuted in New York in 2001,
was performed by UMaine
students and faculty. The
students had multiple roles
throughout the show.
“Don’t miss it, as you
are unlikely to see anything else quite like it,”
said director Marcia Douglas, associate professor of
theater at UMaine. “There
is a tremendous sense of
magic coming into the theater with the pool there.”
Douglas is also teaches
acting, voice and speech,
movement, and dramatic
literature. She has worked
at UMaine since 1999.
Other faculty crew includes
Scenic/Light Designer Dan
Bilodeau and Technical Director/Production Manager
Joseph P. Donovan. All the
actors and the rest of the
crew are UMaine students.
“Metamorphoses” features the aforementioned
pool of water as the setting
for all the stories within
the play. In the play’s nine
scenes, the pool is used
as a beach, ship deck and
pool among other settings.
This serves to tell the tale
of multiple myths, each related to a particular theme.
“I loved the script and
its message and decided
to risk it,” Douglas said.
“‘Metamorphoses’ is about
the power of love to change
each of us.”
Working in an 18-inchdeep, 30-feet-wide, 13See Hauck on A9

One-man show brings light Master’s degree only one
to life of Paul Robeson of many Frost adventures

Actor Stogie Kenyatta performs at the Cyrus Pavilion Theater.

Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

When actor Stogie Kenyatta came across University of Maine graduate student
Muna Abdullahi’s blog about
her travels around the Kenya-Somalia border, he felt
compelled to perform his one
man show “The World Is my
Home: The Life of Paul Robeson” in Orono, a place he admittedly didn’t know existed
before.

Wednesday night in the
Cyrus Pavilion Theater,
members of the UMaine
Multicultural Society and
others watched as Kenyatta
performed a biographical representation of Paul Robeson.
Robeson, a singer and actor
involved in the Civil Rights
movement, fought for human
rights over the globe alongside Jewish, Welsh and Spanish activists. The play documents Robeson’s life, from
his grandfather’s escape from

Danielle Walczak - Staff Writer
slavery via the Underground
Railroad to his marriage and
his world travels including his
bout with the House of UnAmerican Activities.
“Paul Robeson was a symbol of our developing manhood, armed with nothing
more than the strength of his
convictions and his vision of
a world where men live as
brothers. His message was
life,” Kenyatta said.
See Stogie on A9

Stanley Frost enjoying his time back on campus.

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

Few people can claim to
be true adventurers. A true
adventurer is not born, only
earning the title through a
lifetime spent in search of
knowledge and something
new. No achievement is
grand enough. There is no
convenient place to stop and
throw in the towel. There
is only the next journey, the
next mountain to climb, the

Cameron Paquette - News Editor

next island to discover. A true
adventurer’s journey doesn’t
stop on this plane.
Stanley Frost is one of
these people.
You may have seen him
before. He is a regular at the
Memorial Union, where a
couple of nights a week he
will donate $20 to a cause
that students are tabling for.
He is an unmistakable character, with shoulder-length
blonde hair and glasses with
special amber lenses that help

him overcome his visual impairment. At 68 years of age,
this man has done it all. From
nearly dying in Vietnam to
sailing in the Caribbean.
Now he is at the University
of Maine for the third time in
his life to finish his Master’s
in statistics.
Let’s start at the beginning.
I first met Mr. Frost at the
Her Campus EPIC Fashion
See Frost on A9
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UM reels off two
wins to start 2013
LIU-Brooklyn,
Syracuse up next

B3

Sports

NFl

New York Jets
Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
Oakland
San Francisco

SUNDAY SCORES
VS. Buffalo
14
VS. Baltimore (F/OT)
23
VS. Cincinatti
20
VS. Pittsburgh
27
VS. Houston
28
VS. New Orleans
20

37
20
41
37
23
23
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Column

NBA division
preview

What to expect
from the Northwest
Division this season
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No. 6 UMaine blanks URI to clinch CAA title
‘Incredibly proud’ Cosgrove set to finish off perfect conference season at rival UNH next weekend

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Junior wideout Arthur Williams looks to make a move upfield against Rhode Island on Saturday. The Black Bears are the CAA champions for the first time since 2002.

Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Writer

The No. 6 University
of Maine football team
clinched the Colonial Athletic Association championship for the first time
since they shared it with
Northeastern University in
2002 by beating the University of Rhode Island
41-0 Saturday.
The Black Bears improve to 10-1 on the season for the first time in
school history and 8-0 in
conference play, which
is also a first for the pro-

gram. It’s also the first
time they’ve had doubledigit wins since 2002.
UMaine stayed undefeated
at home this regular season as well.
“I’m incredibly proud,”
UMaine head coach Jack
Cosgrove said. “It’s a
great victory for us.”
The win earns UMaine
an automatic bid for the
NCAA Football Championship Subdivision playoffs. If the Black Bears
win their last game of the
regular season on Nov. 23
at the University of New
Hampshire, they have a

chance to snag a top-8
seed which would give
them a first-round bye and
home playoff game.
Senior
quarterback
Marcus Wasilewski continued his stellar play,
completing 22 of 26 passes for 307 yards and three
touchdowns.
“I think this kid
[Wasilewski] is a complete
player,” Rhode Island head
coach Joe Trainer said. “I
personally think he’s the
best quarterback in the
league.”
Sophomore linebacker
Cabrinni Goncalves led

the defense with eight total tackles and a sack.
“I’m really pleased for
this group of young men,”
Cosgrove said. “They’ve
made everybody in Black
Bear Nation real [proud]
today. This is a great accomplishment for our
football program.”
“I think he’s the most
underrated coach, not in
the conference but at the
FCS level,” Trainer said of
Cosgrove. “I think he’s a
hall of famer-class guy.”
The Black Bears owned
the first half and came out
fast as they’ve done so

many times this season.
After the Black Bears
stopped the Rams on their
first drive, Wasilewski hit
junior wide receiver Arthur Williams for a 26-yard
pass that brought UMaine
down to the 21-yard line.
Williams connected with
his quarterback again on
the very next play, stretching across the goal line
for a touchdown to put
UMaine up 7-0 with 13:03
left in the first quarter.
“It’s a great accomplishment for all of us, the
whole team,” Wasilewski
said. “We’re one tight

group and to have this sit
in front of us — it truly
means a lot.”
The Black Bears took
over on downs before
Wasilewski hit senior wide
receiver Damarr Aultman
for a 52-yard touchdown
pass to put the Black Bears
up 14-0.
UMaine started their
first drive of the second quarter on their own
5-yard line. Senior running back Rickey Stevens
took a handoff for about
5 yards to get the Black
See Football on b

Babineaux reflects on Team effort propels men’s
field hockey campaign hockey to 7-0 romp of BU
Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
field hockey team finished
their season Nov. 7 in a hardfought 1-0 loss to the University at Albany in the America
East semifinals.
It was a disappointing
end to a strong season for the
Black Bears, who finished
with an overall record of 11-9
with a 3-2 conference record.
Even though they were
bounced from the tournament
just one game away from a
spot in the championship,
head coach Josette Babineaux
was proud of the effort put
forth from her team.
“The semifinal game was
disappointing because it was a
lot to handle,” she said. “It was
successful in a lot of ways except for the final score. It was

a great matchup between two
strong teams. We just came up
a little short.”
Babineaux was proud of
her team and the goals they
met throughout the season.
“It was a success because
some of our goals, to finish the
season above .500 and try to
have a winning record in the
conference, to set ourselves up
for success in the playoff tournament, were met,” she said.
UMaine’s offense was a
strong point throughout the
season, tying for second in the
conference in goals scored and
leading in assists per game.
Their offensive firepower was
led by juniors Holly Stewart
and Annabelle Hamilton. In
addition to being named first
team all-conference, they led
the Black Bears in goals, assists and points.
“Holly and Annabelle both

had outstanding years and to
be able to have both of those
players return will be huge for
us,” Babineaux said. “[Sophomore defensive back Nicole]
Sevey was also a huge contributor as far as points go,
even though she played on our
back line.”
Sophomore netminder Natasha Ford was a bright spot
in goal, being named to the
second all-conference team
in her first full season in goal.
She started all but one of their
games, allowing just 1.86
goals per game and recording
three shutouts.
“[Ford] had a great season, and this is really her first
year because last year she
was a redshirt freshman and
didn’t see much play time,”
Babineaux said. “Being able
See Field Hockey on b

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

UMaine’s seven-goal margin of victory was the largest in the all-time series against BU.

Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The Black Bears came one goal shy of a berth in the America East Championship in 2013.

ORONO – Not much went
wrong for the University of
Maine men’s hockey team
Friday night.
Senior goaltender Martin
Ouellette earned a 34-save
shutout and the Black Bears
scored seven goals in a variety of ways to top Hockey
East foe Boston University
7-0, the most lopsided win by
either team in the all-time series since their first matchup
in 1924.
UMaine improves to 5-4-1
overall this season and 2-21 in Hockey East play. The
Terriers have dropped five of
their last seven and now sit
at 5-6-0 on the year, 2-3-0 in
Hockey East, following their
win against the University of
Connecticut on Sunday.
Not surprisingly, head

coach Dennis Gendron said
he was most pleased with
how his offense performed
against BU this weekend.
“We’ve been a team that
has struggled to score goals,”
he said. “Most recently, we
went nine-plus periods without an even strength goal. We
work really hard at trying to
manufacture goals, and we
did some of that tonight.”
“The guys just played well
for 60 minutes – that’s huge
for us,” Ouellette said. “Seven goals, at home like that,
you can’t ask for more than
that.”
The play was fairly balanced until the Black Bears
began their surge midway
through the first period.
Sophomore forward Devin
Shore used some luck from
the hockey gods to beat BU
sophomore netminder Sean
Maguire for his second goal

of the season.
“I had a feeling I was
kind of alone; there weren’t
many other plays [I could’ve
made],” Shore said. “I just
threw it on net and it was
lucky enough to go in.”
Shore was assisted by junior forward Connor Leen
and sophomore forward Steven Swavely on the goal that
would prove to be the gamewinner.
The Black Bears were
granted a 5-on-3 advantage
after BU senior defenseman Patrick MacGregor was
called for indirect contact
to the head with sophomore
forward Matt Lane already in
the box, and they would not
waste it.
Terrific puck movement
collapsed the defense and allowed Leen a clean look in
See Men’s Hockey on b
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Women’s basketball tips off season with 2-0 start
Adam Robinson

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s basketball team defeated North Dakota State University Thursday night before
taking down Bryant University
Saturday in their first two regular season games of 2013.
The Black Bears will look
to go 3-0 when they visit the
Long Island University-Brooklyn Blackbirds Nov. 22.
Defense, Wood’s doubledouble lead Black Bears past
Bison
The University of Maine
women’s basketball team began their season on the right
foot when they defeated North
Dakota State University 64-59
at the Cross Insurance Center
in Bangor Thursday night.
Rebounding and second
chance points were the big
advantages UMaine had over
the Bison as the Black Bears
held a 46-38 rebounding edge
which led to a 12-point disparity in second chance buckets.
UMaine sophomore forward Liz Wood posted a double-double with 12 points and
13 rebounds while senior guard
Ashleigh Roberts scored 18 to
go along with eight boards.
After giving up a 9-2 lead
in the first four minutes of the
contest, UMaine sophomore
center Anna Heise sparked a
Black Bear run, netting six of
UMaine’s 13 points during the
run to bring them within eight
points with just under 12 minutes left in the opening half.
Roberts went coast-to-coast

to make it 25-16 before finishing a layup off a pass from
sophomore guard Chentel
Charles.
The Bison would respond,
however. NDSU junior guard
Brooke LeMar hit a 3-pointer
to increase the lead to 35-23,
their largest of the first half to
that point.
The Bison shot 47 percent
from downtown and 52 percent
overall in the first 20 minutes.
LeMar scored another layup later in the half off a steal
to increase the Bison lead to
23.
UMaine locked down defensively in the closing moments of the half, holding the
Bison scoreless in the final
4:57 with NDSU up 37-24.
The Black Bears would
score the final 10 points of the
half to head into the locker
room down 37-34. Charles
and sophomore guard Lauren
Bodine both connected on 3s
to bring UMaine within seven
points with just over three minutes remaining until halftime.
The Black Bears went 3-9
from beyond the arc and 13-30
overall in the half.
UMaine capped off a 15-0
run to take its first lead of the
game at 39-37 in the opening
moments of the second half.
NDSU tied the game until
Roberts hit a trey to put her
team up one at 44-43. UMaine
extended their lead to three
after Wood made a layup to
make the score 49-46 at the
under 12:00 media timeout.
Roberts grabbed her own
miss only to go back up and

lay it in to give the Black Bears
a six-point lead at 52-46 minutes later.
Both teams struggled to
score during spurts in the second half. UMaine increased its
lead to as much as seven until NDSU junior forward Liz
Keena dropped in a layup to
bring her team within five with
three minutes remaining.
NDSU continued to bite
into the lead, reducing the deficit to two with 1:06 remaining,
but a missed layup by the Bison toward the end allowed the
Black Bears to seal it with five
late free throws.
UMaine shot 32 percent
from the field while NDSU hit
at a 36 percent clip. Roberts’
18 was good enough to lead
all scorers while Bodine added
nine.
Hot
shooting
leads
UMaine to 10 point win
The Black Bears had four
players score in double digits
and recovered from another
slow start to best the Bryant
Bulldogs 75-65 at the Cross
Center Saturday night.
Three of UMaine’s double-digit scorers came off the
bench. Senior guard Ashleigh
Roberts and freshman guard
Sigi Koizar led the Black
Bears with 16 each. Koizar’s
career-high point total was accompanied by six rebounds,
four assists and two steals to
fill the stat sheet.
The Black Bears faced a
14-4 deficit early in the first
half. UMaine charged back
with a 12-2 run seven minutes
in to tie the game at 16 thanks

to sophomore guard Sophie
Weckstrom’s two 3s.
The game was back and
forth through most of the first
half. Both teams traded shots
and showed they were evenly
matched as the lead for either
team didn’t reach more than
two.
Weckstrom made a layup
then hit a trey late in the half to
take the first lead of the game
for the Black Bears. Weckstrom hit another 3 late, her
third of the game, to give the
Black Bears the 37-34 lead at
halftime.
Roberts continued the hot
shooting, connecting on a shot
from deep in the opening moments of the second. The Black
Bears rode a 12-6 run with the
help of five points from Koizar
to go up 55-43.
The Bulldogs responded
with a 19-10 run with some
help from senior guard Courtney Schissler. Schissler hit a
3-pointer late to bring Bryant
within three at 65-62.
Schissler led all scorers in
the game with 23 points, missing a double-double by just
one rebound.
UMaine sophomore forward Mikaela Gustafsson hit a
layup to counter Schissler’s 3
to extend the Black Bear lead
to five once again. Gustafsson
finished with seven points.
Roberts stole the ball late
and laid the ball in to make
the game 70-65 with just over
a minute left in the game.
UMaine excelled in the turnover battle, forcing 19 Bryant
turnovers while only coughing

More leading women’s ice
hockey through tough start
Jacob Posik

For The Maine Campus
She may not be the biggest player on the ice, but she
makes a big difference.
Five-foot-three junior Jennifer More from Deloraine,
Manitoba isn’t intimidating
in person, but her exceptional play and leadership on
the ice for the University of
Maine women’s ice hockey
team might scare some of her
opponents.
“She sets such an example
for everybody in this locker
room,” Black Bears coach
Richard Reichenbach said.
“She gives us a lift in practice and in games with her
leadership. I know I can go
to her if I need her because
she can get things done.”
The forward’s handiwork
this season includes a pair of
goals and assists, tied for the

team lead with 4 points on
the season.
“I think I’ve performed
pretty well this season, but
to be honest, all I really care
about is how we perform as
a team. All I care about is
putting out a solid effort as a
team,” More said.
The Black Bears haven’t
been very consistent in the
early going on the ice this
year and are still winless at
0-9-3, but More won’t step
down from her leadership
role and will continue to push
her teammates until they get
the proverbial monkey off
their back.
“It can be hard to be a
leader, but I love encouraging
my teammates on the ice and
in the locker room,” she said.
“I think encouraging them
helps us gain confidence and
improve on the ice and that’s
what we need right now. We

just need to play together.”
Nearing
mid-season,
there’s still plenty of time remaining for the Black Bears
to prove that they are capable
of putting a winning effort
together.
“We just need to stay
consistent in practice and
in games,” More said. “We
need to stay with and keep
buying into our system. If we
can play together, we’ll become consistent.”
As humble as she is, More
is a proven threat on the ice
for UMaine, and her infectious positive attitude will
only help the success of her
Black Bear squad.
As her personal successes
continue, the team as a whole
is getting closer to that first
victory. The Black Bears
have tied the likes of the
University of Connecticut
and the University of New

Hampshire, as well as losing
by only a goal to then-No.10
Mercyhurst College.
“The goals will come, the
wins will come; I know they
will,” More said. “We just
need to play together and be
consistent and the wins will
come.”
More’s leadership and talent is truly an asset as they
move forward in their 20132014 campaign.
More and UMaine look
for their first win this coming
weekend in two away matchups against conference foe
Providence College. Providence is 4-10-0, coming off
a pair of losses to Clarkson
University. Defeating Providence in one of their two
games next weekend will be
their best chance of earning
a victory before playing No.
16 Robert Morris University
the day after Thanksgiving.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

UMaine hopes to remain perfect with a set of away games
against LIU-Brooklyn and Syracuse next weekend.

up the ball seven times.
Two late free throws by
Koizar helped seal the 75-65
win.
UMaine was outrebounded
39-22 after grabbing 46 in
their first game against North
Dakota State. The Black Bears
countered that disparity on the
glass by shooting 54 percent
from the field to go along with

34 points in the paint.
Senior forward Naana Ankoma-Mensa had 12 points and
10 rebounds for the Bulldogs,
while senior guard Meredith
Soper added 15 points, nine
rebounds and five assists in the
losing effort.
Bryant hosts Brown University at 7 p.m. Nov. 20.

Fantasy
football picks
for Week 12
Column
The fantasy football season
is nearing the
h o m e
stretch.
With the
p l a y o ff
picture
beginning to
shake
By Jacob
itself out
Posik
in
the
coming
weeks,
here are some players to keep
on your radar entering Week
12.
Start ‘em
San Francisco tight end
Vernon Davis should have a
big performance this week.
The 49ers are playing a lowly
opponent in the Washington Redskins who, to say the
least, have been struggling.
The 49ers are still a dominant
team in the NFC, and I think
quarterback Colin Kaepernick
will be able to exploit the Redskins secondary with the use
of Davis in the passing game.
Davis is big, powerful and has
good hands. He’s had smaller
point totals the past few weeks
but should go off against the
Skins.
Denver wideout Demaryius
Thomas is poised for a great
Week 12 as well. Don’t be
afraid to start Thomas against
the New England Patriots. The
Patriots are a formidable opponent, but it seems as if every
opponent the Denver Broncos
face have trouble keeping up
with Thomas. Thomas is agile
and hard to bring down, and
just exploded two weeks ago
against the San Diego Chargers for 28.8 points. Thomas
is a red zone threat and one
of Manning’s favorite targets.
Look for him to take advantage of an unproven Pats’ secondary.

Sit ‘em
Don’t expect tight end Tony
Gonzalez to have an impressive Week 12 performance.
The Atlanta Falcons are struggling and just lost handily to
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers a
week ago. Quarterback Matt
Ryan looks to have regressed
in the pocket for Atlanta and
hasn’t been able to make the
plays he was making last year.
Even though Gonzalez is arguably the best in the business at
the tight end position, he has
been underperforming as of
late, and I don’t expect his performance to improve this week
against a stout defense in the
New Orleans Saints. Look for
a better option at tight end this
week and sit Gonzalez.
Sleeper Pick
Tampa Buccaneers tailback
Bobby Rainey is a must-add to
your roster right now, and he’s
only owned in 10.7 percent
in NFL.com fantasy football
leagues. Rainey has had two
solid weeks, including an 11.6point performance two weeks
ago against the Miami Dolphins and a 37-point explosion last week against Atlanta
where he ran for 163 yards and
scored a rushing and receiving
touchdown.
Rainey is quick and explosive in the hole, and his shiftiness often makes linebackers
miss. After the loss of feature
back Doug Martin, Rainey has
gotten his chance and proven
himself thus far, and there is
no reason his success can’t
continue. The Buccaneers are
hot and have won two straight
games. Even though they have
one of the worst records in
the NFL, their roster is better than what their record has
proven and the emergence of
Rainey has been a big part of
that. Facing a Detroit Lions
squad that is coming off a loss
to the Pittsburgh Steelers, look
for the Bucs to pound the rock
early and often – a good thing
for Rainey owners.
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Women’s ice hockey still winless after Vermont sweep
Jacob Posik

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s ice hockey team
dropped two games to the
University of Vermont Catamounts over the weekend
by a combined score of 9-2.
UMaine’s goals were scored
by sophomore forward Audra
Richards and freshman forward Eve Boissonneault.
The Black Bears — 0-93 overall, 0-5-3 in Hockey
East — start a two-game set
in Rhode Island against the
Providence College Friars
Nov. 23.
The Catamounts — 5-6-2
overall, 3-2-1 in conference
— will look for their third
straight win when they host
Northeastern University Nov.
22.
Pelkey’s two tallies boost
Vermont to 4-1 win
UMaine fell to the Catamounts 4-1 Saturday afternoon on a two-goal performance by junior forward
Amanda Pelkey.
Pelkey got things started
for the Catamounts seven
minutes into action when she
stole a puck at center ice and
skated by two out-of-position
UMaine defenders. Pelkey
deked in front of UMaine
sophomore
netminder
Meghann Treacy twice on the
breakaway before backhanding a shot under Treacy’s
stick side arm.
Vermont tallied a second
goal with just 3:30 remaining
in the first period. Catamount
junior forward Klara Myren
received a pass from freshman forward Sarah Kelly and

sent a snapshot from just beyond the blue line that found
its way by Treacy in a barrage
of traffic in front of the net.
The Black Bears got on
the board midway through
the second period on a power
play goal from Richards.
Richards received a pass in
front of the net and chipped
it past Vermont senior goalie
Roxanne Douville. Richards’
goal tightened things up and
gave UMaine a chance heading into the third period down
just 2-1.
Vermont took control in
the final period to prevent
any Black Bear comeback attempt.
UMaine found themselves
on the wrong end of a 5-on3 power play eight minutes
into the third. It didn’t take
Vermont long to get the best
of Maine with their two-man
advantage. Catamount junior
forward Brittany Zuback
took a shot that deflected off
Treacy’s shoulder and came
back to freshman forward
Victoria Andreakos who
sent a shot behind Treacy’s
outreached glove to find the
back of the net and take a 3-1
lead.
UMaine pulled Treacy in
favor of the extra attacker
with two minutes left in an
attempt to tighten the score.
Pelkey stole the puck off a
faceoff in her own zone and
skated up ice before scoring
on the empty net for her second goal of the game.
Even though Treacy let up
three goals in net, she made
some extraordinary saves to
keep UMaine in the fight.
“She’s been pushing her-

self in practice and playing
very well,” UMaine coach
Sara Reichenbach said. “She
made a lot of spectacular
saves for us tonight. She’s
getting confidence in net and
playing mature.”
Douville made 11 saves
in net for Vermont, while
Treacy made 27 stops for the
Black Bears. Vermont held a
30-12 shot advantage on Saturday.
“Our defense needs to
just keep their heads up and
put more shots in the net,”
Reichenbach said. “We’ve
just got to be more poised on
our entry passes and make
educated plays with the puck
in their zone, and we’ll put
more points on the board.
“We just need some consistency — we can’t just play
good hockey for chunks of
the game,” she added. “We
need to stick to our game plan
and play a full 60 minutes of
hockey.”
Catamounts use five
different goal-scorers, top
UMaine 5-1
Vermont completed the
sweep with a 5-1 decision
Sunday afternoon. A goal and
assist by both junior forward
Brittany Zuback and freshman forward Victoria Andreakos helped lift the Catamounts to the win.
A very even first period
held both teams scoreless,
with Vermont holding and
edge in shots by a margin of
7-4.
UMaine failed to capitalize on a 5-on-3 power play
in the period in which they
had several opportunities to
score. Douville stopped all

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The Black Bears get another shot at the win column when they take on Providence Nov. 23.

three shots the Black Bears
took during this power play
opportunity and remained
stout in net for the remainder
of the contest.
The scoring began just
50 seconds into the middle
frame when Catamounts
sophomore defender Dayna
Colang received a pass from
Andreakos and chipped the
puck over the outstretched
arm of Treacy for a power
play goal.
UMaine found themselves
on the penalty kill several
times on the night, and allowed a pair of powerplay
goals in the game.
“We need to stop playing
the clock and keep our feet
moving defensively. When
you’re young like we are and
play a lot of freshman and
sophomores, that’s what happens,” UMaine coach Rich-

ard Reichenbach said. “The
problem is we can never just
get one penalty, we always
get them in group.”
The Catamounts tallied a
second goal with six minutes
remaining in the period on a
prayer of a shot from Zuback.
Zuback was nearly behind
the goal and fired a backhand
shot towards the net that
bounced off the right pad of
Treacy and snuck through the
five-hole to put Vermont up
2-0.
Vermont’s second power
play goal of the game came
in the third period when
Andreakos scored on an assist from Zuback. Much like
their first goal, Vermont’s
power play offense got the
Black Bear defenders out of
position before Zuback fired
a pass in front of Treacy that
Andreakos finished off.

“We just need to settle
down the puck, and be smarter with the puck,” Reichenbach said. “We’re making too
many mistakes.”
UMaine found the back of
the net for the first time with
seven minutes left in regulation when senior defender
Kayla Kaluzny found Boissonneault for a power play
goal of their own.
An empty net goal by Vermont junior defender Breanne Sundquist and a breakaway goal by junior forward
Delia McNally finished the
game off the Catamounts’ 51 win.
UMaine was outshot in
the contest by a 33-21 margin. Treacy made 28 saves in
net for the Black Bears, while
Douville held her own in net
for the Catamounts, allowing
only one goal on 21 shots.

Free throw woes hurt Black
Bears against Colonials
Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Writer

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

UMaine sophomore Shaun Lawton led the Black Bears with a
career-high 23 points against George Washington.

The
University
of
Maine men’s basketball
team fell to George Washington University 108-81
Tuesday night. The Black
Bears move to 1-2 on the
season while GW stays unbeaten at 2-0.
UMaine
sophomore
guard Shaun Lawton broke
his previous career high in
points by pouring in 23 in
his first start of the year.
Sophomore
swingman
Dimitry Akanda-Coronel
continued his strong beginning to the season with
a 16-point effort for the

Black Bears.
Junior guard Zarko
Valjarevic added 13 and
redshirt sophomore forward Ethan Mackey had
10 points and nine boards,
just one shy of a doubledouble.
The Black Bears hurt
themselves at the free
throw line with a 12-24
showing. UMaine was
also out-rebounded 49-36
and shot just 26 percent
from 3-point range at a 519 clip.
George Washington did
just the opposite offensively, hitting 11 threes
and shooting just shy of 40
percent from downtown.

The Colonials shot 21-28
from the charity stripe and
56 percent from the field
as well.
The Black Bears looked
strong early with a 5-2 lead
in the first five minutes.
The Colonials bounced
back with a 24-6 run to
build a 29-12 lead.
Lawton hit a three and
Akanda-Coronel hit a layup to cut the deficit to
29-17.
The Black Bears had the
lead cut down to just seven with under four minutes
left in the first half, but the
Colonials went on another
run to go up 56-46 heading
into the break.

The Colonials came out
strong in the second half,
outscoring UMaine 52-35.
George Washington had
nine blocks in the game
and did a good job of protecting the rim.
This game marked the
Black Bears’ third contest
in five days in Washington, D.C. UMaine’s next
matchup comes against
the New Jersey Institute
of Technology Highlanders at the Cross Insurance
Center in Bangor Nov. 19.
Tipoff is scheduled for 7
p.m.
The Colonials host Delaware State University the
same day.

Names to watch in MLB free agency
Column

Cody Lachance

For The Maine Campus
2013 MLB Hot Stove
Ready to heat up winter
months
With the all the excitement of the MLB season
coming to an end, baseball
fans can now start to look
forward to the frenzy that
is baseball’s free agency
period.
Teams will begin to rebuild to try to make their
club the team to beat in
2014. Some teams will be
buyers, some will be sellers, but as always the hot
stove will be sure to bring
excitement as players
switch teams and new hope
is found for fans. Here are
some key players to watch
this offseason.
Robinson Cano, second baseman
The New York Yankees’
hard-hitting second baseman also hits the market
looking for a huge deal.
Cano has hit at least .300
in all but two seasons of
his nine-year career. He
is one of the most consistent hitters in baseball, and
looks to be the key prize of
this offseason.
During the season, it
was rumored that he wanted a 10-year, $300 million
deal. It was also just re-

ported that Cano is ready
to wait until after Christmas and into the new year
to sign with a potential
suitor. The Yankees are
one of the top teams in line
to sign Cano, as losing him
would be a major loss to
the team and also cause unrest within their fan base.
The Los Angeles Dodgers
are also rumored to enter
the Cano sweepstakes as
they seem to have no issue dishing out hundreds
of millions of dollars on
players. Whoever ends up
signing Cano will be signing one of the best hitters
in the game today.
Jacoby Ellsbury, center fielder
Ellsbury is coming off a
year where he led off for
the best team in baseball.
Jacoby could be one of the
highest paid free agents
after all the dust settles
this offseason. His agent,
Scott Boras, has already
come out and said that Carl
Crawford’s
seven-year,
$142 million deal should
be the starting point for
Ellsbury.
It is doubtful that Boston will resign him, leaving only a handful of teams
that could afford him this
offseason. An extended
contract is risky for Jacoby, as he is a speed-based
player who is 30 years old
and the speed will only di-

minish from this point on
in his career. The Seattle
Mariners and Chicago
Cubs have been rumored
to be interested in the center fielder.
David Price, starting
pitcher
David Price is widely
considered as one of the
best starting pitchers in
Major League Baseball.
Tampa Bay has never been
a team to give out large
contracts to players, so
it is widely rumored that
they will be shopping their
All-Star flame thrower.
Two teams who are already
rumored in contacting the
Rays on the 28-year-old
are the St. Louis Cardinals
and the Red Sox. Both
teams have deep farm systems that could appeal to
the Rays as they consider
dealing Price or not. If
either the Cardinals or
the Red Sox could find a
way to land him, that team
would be one of the heavy
favorites to be playing in
the World Series for the
second straight year.
Brian McCann, catcher
Atlanta’s homegrown
slugging catcher hits the
free agent market as the
best at his position. The
29-year-old has spent his
whole career in Atlanta
and has put up good offensive numbers for the
catcher position. McCann

has hit 20 or more home
runs in seven of the last
eight seasons, providing
much-needed power from
behind the plate. The Texas Rangers have been seen
as the front-runner to sign
him.
Mike Napoli, first
baseman
Mike Napoli enjoyed
quite the year playing for
the Red Sox. He grew one
of the most intense beards
in baseball, finally won
his first World Series ring
while playing in his third
World Series,
and
will forever
be remembered walking around
B o s t o n
shirtless
while visiting
many
bars during
the World
Series celebration. The
hard-hitting righty
is now in
line for a
good
pay
day. Napoli
provides
power
to
the middle
of a lineup
which many
teams
are
shopping

for this offseason. Three
teams in on the Napoli
sweepstakes so far are the
Red Sox, Rangers and Colorado Rockies, although
Napoli has said he would
like to stay in Boston.
Carlos Beltran, right
fielder
Carlos Beltran is still
looking for an elusive
World Series title. Beltran
had played the most postseason games in the history of the league before
finally playing in his first
World Series this year for

the St. Louis Cardinals.
Although he is 36 years
old, Beltran is still a quality player that can provide
consistent fielding and hitting to any team. The Baltimore Orioles and Boston
Red Sox are both rumored
to being interested in Beltran, as both have holes
to fill in their outfields.
Wherever Beltran lands
up, he would hope to help
that team reach the Fall
Classic and find a way to
win it all for the first time
in his career.
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Northwest Division
outlook for 2013
Column
The Northwest Division
in the Western Conference of
the NBA
should
be competitive
this year,
having at
least two
teams that
should
make the
By Andrew
playoffs,
Stefanilo
as well as
a third potential competitor.
The Oklahoma City Thunder are the obvious favorite
not only in the division, but in
the West as well, along with
the Los Angeles Clippers
and San Antonio Spurs. With
All-Star point guard Russell Westbrook back and the
team playing extremely well
to start the season, there’s no
reason why they won’t win
the division and grab either
the No. 1 or 2 seed.
Up next is the Minnesota
Timberwolves. This is a team

Field Hockey
from B1

to work with her all year and
watch her improve, to give her
almost all of the minutes and
give her that experience was
important for our team going
forward.”
The Black Bears will
graduate three seniors in
goaltender Sydney Kolysher,
midfielder Kaitlynn Stymiest
and defensive back Francesca
Rowley. Rowley was named
to the America East second
team and anchored their back
line with six points in 2013.
Even with those losses,
Babineaux is looking forward
to a bright future for the pro-

Men’s Hockey
from B1

front to put UMaine up 2-0.
He was assisted by Shore and
sophomore defenseman Ben
Hutton.
The Black Bears found
themselves on the short end
of a 5-on-3 midway through
the second period, but it was
still not enough to keep them
off the score sheet.
Hutton netted the unusual
shorthanded 5-on-3 tally
after taking advantage of a
turnover by BU sophomore
defensemen Ahti Oksanen in
the offensive zone. Hutton
carried the puck down the left
side before throwing a shot
on Maguire that eventually
trickled over the goal line for
the 3-0 lead.
“It’s really rather rare to
score a shorthanded goal on a
5-on-3,” Gendron said. “You
put a shot on net and you
force the other goalie to make
a save and anything can happen.”
“I think that game could’ve

that, like the Toronto Raptors in the East, could grab
a bottom seed if they play to
their potential. They’ve improved and have a solid core
with Ricky Rubio and Kevin
Love. Adding a proven scorer
in Kevin Martin was a huge
addition to a team that can
put up points. Look for them
to battle this year and make a
playoff push.
The next two teams could
both finish third in the division. Both the Portland Trail
Blazers and Denver Nuggets
should have decent seasons,
but with the West being so
competitive, they both may
not make it to the playoffs.
The Blazers have reigning Rookie of the Year Damian Lillard paired up with
big man Lamarcus Aldridge.
With only versatile wing
player Nicolas Batum to help
share the offensive load, it’s
hard to expect the Blazers to
crack the top 10 in the West.
They’re one big player away
from pushing them over the
top into being playoff contenders every year.
The Nuggets lost Andre

Iguodala this offseason, and
although they still have talent, they might miss out on
playoffs this year.
They still have speedy
point guard Ty Lawson and
and an athletic big in Kenneth
Faried, but Denver’s biggest
problem is they’ve never
had a true star since Carmelo
Anthony was traded to New
York. In the NBA, you need a
star player to win.
For the Nuggets, this will
be a year that one of the upand-coming teams such as the
Timberwolves, Trail Blazers
or Phoenix Suns could snatch
away a playoff seed from
them.
Lastly, we have the Utah
Jazz. The Jazz unloaded and
lost both big men Al Jefferson and Paul Millsap this offseason. They’re young and
could be one of the league’s
worst squads talent-wise this
year.
The Jazz drafted promising
point guard Trey Burke out of
the University of Michigan,
but he won’t show them what
he can really do until he’s
back from his injury. Former

Butler University star Gordon Hayward has been leading the team in basically every statistical category, which
goes to show how much help
Utah really needs.
Again, they are young.
Enes Kanter and Alec Burks
add to what is a solid core of
youth in Utah, but the Jazz
may have to wait until this
year’s NBA Draft to acquire
a franchise cornerstone moving forward.
Overall, this division is
pretty straightforward when
it comes to how these teams
will finish.
The Thunder will dominate, followed by the Timberwolves and either the
Nuggets or Trail Blazers.
When it comes to Portland
and Denver, both could be
fighting for a bottom seed in
the loaded Western Conference, or both could miss out
completely depending on the
other improved squads like
the Suns. The Jazz can only
hope to keep their fan base
optimistic enough to hold
on until the NBA Draft lands
them a savior in June.

gram.
“It’s tough to lose three
good players, but we will be
a strong, experienced team
next year with a strong senior
class,” she said. “We will return the majority of our team.
We will have to replace this
year’s seniors with new players and a lot of the players on
our team from this year will
have to step their game up.”
The Black Bears will have
some holes to fill on the field,
particularly at back and goalie
depth. In addition to filling
these holes, they will also look
for some of their athletes to
step up into leadership positions.
“On the field, with Adriana [Martineau], [Danielle]
Aviani, [Sydney] Veljacic,

and Emma [Cochran] having
one season under their belt,
after spring training they will
get stronger and will get some
more playing time under their
belt they will be able to step
up for next year’s season,”
Babineaux said.
“From a leadership standpoint, our strong players and
strong leaders last season will
be even more comfortable
receiving greater leadership
roles.”
Offseason workouts that
run year round will be a major
factor in gearing up for next
season.
“It’s amazing, the sacrifices
these girls make,” Babineaux
said. “Some of them are here
for the summer to work with
our strength and conditioning

[coach]. After an offseason of
work, a lot of our girls will be
stronger than they were and
it’s going to put us in position
for a good run next year.”
For Babineaux, this group
of girls was what made this
year special. With a winning
record, a winning conference
record, and a successful year,
she spoke highly of the character of the athletes.
“With this group, what’s
enjoyable was their work
ethic being a very consistently
self-motivated group. As a
coach I didn’t have to worry
about pushing them and could
concentrate on coaching their
skills. They were a great group
to be around on a daily basis
and they made the season enjoyable,” she said.

gone either way,” Shore said.
“That 5-on-3 goal of Ben’s
was big for momentum.”
Maguire was replaced by
sophomore goaltender Matt
O’Connor following the
score. Maguire finished with
17 saves on 20 shots, while
O’Connor produced 10 stops
on 14 shots in relief.
The Black Bear freshmen
began their offensive assault
with just under five minutes
remaining in the middle period to extend the lead. Freshman forward Blaine Byron
recorded his fourth goal of
the season off assists by fellow freshmen forwards Cam
Brown and Brian Morgan.
Morgan added a goal of his
own on the power play two
minutes later to put UMaine
up five on assists by Byron
and freshman defenseman
Eric Schurhamer.
The Black Bears finished
2-4 on the power play and
held the Terriers scoreless in
their two chances with the extra skater.
UMaine would add two
more in the final period to

clinch the 7-0 win. Redshirt
sophomore Bill Norman netted his first goal of the year
after picking off an errant BU
pass in the neutral zone before deking O’Connor out of
position for the score.
Morgan tallied his second
of the game and third of the
season on a 2-on-1 opportunity three minutes later to cap
the scoring. Brown earned his
team-leading eighth assist of
the year on the play.
Although the headlines
won’t suggest it, Friday
night’s game was much closer
than the 7-0 score line. Ouellette came up big when he had
to to earn his second shutout
of the season.
“You don’t ever expect
to win a game 7-0 against a
quality opponent like BU,”
Gendron said. “That was not
a 7-0 game. The only reason
why it was 7-0 is because
Marty Ouellette played as
well as he did.”
“I think they got some
chances and stuff, but we had
a lot of momentum and the
guys played well defensive-

ly,” Ouellette said. “I think
we deserve it.”
Both teams produced 34
shots in the contest. Ouellette,
who’s started every game between the pipes for the Black
Bears this season, ups his record to 5-4-1 on the season.
Maguire gets pegged with the
loss to drop to 1-4-0.
BU had beaten UMaine by
a six-goal margin two previous times, the first in 1982
and the second in 1998. The
Black Bears, who posted an
8-4 win over the University
of Massachusetts Oct. 26, had
scored seven or more goals
10 times in the all-time series
against the Terriers, the most
recent during the 2003-04
season.
These two teams will face
off again during Hockey
East’s Frozen Fenway Jan.
11.
UMaine hosts No. 7 Boston College in their next
contest Nov. 23 at 7:30 p.m.
BU begins a two-game series
against No. 13 North Dakota
University at Agganis Arena
in Boston Nov. 22.

XC finishes strong
at NCAA Regionals
Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
men’s and women’s cross
country teams finished
their seasons on a pair of
strong performances Friday afternoon at the NCAA
Regional Qualifier Meet
in the Bronx, New York.
Both teams ran in a large,
talented field of over 250
runners.
On the men’s side, the
Black Bears 21st place finish was led by senior Kelton Cullenberg, who ran a
personal best 10K time of
30:35, topping his previous
best by more than a minute
from last year’s regional
meet. He would go on to
finish 17th and qualify for
the NCAA Championship
meet Nov. 23 as a Northeast at-large selection.
Fellow senior Alexander Moser was clocked just
a minute after Cullenberg
crossed the line at 31:41. It
goes to show how stacked
the field was for the regional meet, as even though he
was only a minute behind
his teammate, Moser was
70 spots behind Cullenberg
to finish in 87th place.
Freshman Levi Frye
finished in 144th at 33:00,
freshman Lucas Bourget
at 33:08 and senior Ryan
Hardiman in 157th with a
33:14 in his last race as a
Black Bear to round out the
scoring for UMaine.
Harvard
University
sophomore Maksim Korolev took first place hon-

Football
from B1

Bears some space before
breaking the very next
play open with a 90-yard
touchdown run to put the
Black Bears up 21-0.
After both teams were
forced to punt, Rhode Island put together a decent
drive and lined up for a 45yard field goal but instead
went with a fake that was
bobbled, tipped and eventually caught by UMaine
senior defensive end Michael Cole who brought it
back to the 49-yard line.
“I saw the ball, caught
it in the air and don’t remember much after that.
First time I’ve ever ran
with the ball in my life,”
Cole joked.
On the very next play,
Wasilewski hit senior wide
receiver John Ebeling who
dove for the pylon for a 49yard touchdown to extend
UMaine’s lead to 28-0.
The Black Bears again
stopped Rhode Island on
the next drive, but the
Rams had a nice punt that
forced UMaine to start
their drive on their own 4-

ors with a time of 30:11, a
blazing 4:51-mile pace.
Syracuse
University
took the team title, placing all of their runners in
the top 30 spots. Columbia
University and Iona College took second and third
honors, respectively.
The women’s team finished out a tough season
with a 31st place finish in
the meet.
They were led by junior Carolyn Stocker, who
finished in 99th place at
22:20, followed shortly
by fellow junior Monique
Boutin with a time of 22:20,
good enough for 152nd
place. Sophomore Shannon
O’Neill and senior Ashton
Weller finished back-toback with times of 24:28
and 24:29, respectively.
The Black Bears were
rounded out by senior Ariel McNett and sophomore
Mary Scanlan. McNett took
218th place with a time of
24:30, while Scanlan finished in 232nd at 24:52.
Providence University
dominated the day for the
girls, taking first place with
five of their runners coming in the top 20.
Dartmouth University
senior Abbey D’Agostino
was the first woman across
the line, clocking in at
19:48.
Both the men’s and
women’s teams concluded
their seasons Friday and
many runners will be gearing up for the indoor track
season beginning at the end
of December.

yard line.
The Black Bears put
together a long drive but
were eventually stopped,
forcing senior kicker Sean
Decloux to hit a 38-yard
field goal with 23 seconds
remaining in the half to
put UMaine up 31-0 going
into the break.
The second half was
much of the same. The
Black Bears put together
a 16-play, 75-yard drive
on their second possession
that was capped off with
a Stevens’ touchdown run
from 2 yards out. The drive
took 8:08 off the clock.
Both teams went back
and forth for the rest of
the game. Decloux capped
it with a 36-yard field goal
to bring the score to 41-0.
“This is a great conference,” Cosgrove said. “For
Maine football to stand at
the top of it, undefeated
going into their final game
is a source of great pride
for me personally and
for all these young men
here.”
The Black Bears take to
the road next weekend for
their regular season finale
against rival UNH Nov. 23
at 12 p.m.
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Scores from around
the Conference

Albany
UNH
James Madison
Stony Brook
William and Mary
Towson
UMaine
Rhode Island
Delaware
Richmond

Sat. nov. 23

Swimming and diving @ URI
Invitational, TBA
XC NCAA Championship @
Terre Haute, Ind., TBA
Football @ UNH, 12 p.m.
Women’s ice hockey @ Providence, 2 p.m.
Men’s ice hockey vs. BC, 7:30
p.m.

20
37
38
41
9
15
41
0
43
46

Sun. Nov. 24

Women’s basketball @ Syracuse, 1 p.m.
Women’s ice hockey @ Providence, 2 p.m.

IcE HOckEy
mEN
BC
UMass
11/15 UMass
BC (F/OT)
BU
UMaine
UNH
Northeastern
Providence
Vermont
11/14

2
1
2
2
0
7
3
0
3
2

11/16

Merrimack
Notre Dame
Northeastern
UNH
Merrimack
Notre Dame (F/OT)
Providence
Vermont

0
4
1
4
2
2
3
0

BAskETbAll
MEN
Farleigh Dickinson          77                   
11/16 Binghamton                     71
Navy                                  55
Quinnipiac                        74
Albany                              79
Dartmouth                        96
UMass-Lowell                  59                 
Bryant                               87
Vermont                            64
                                              

11/17

UMBC                               90
Mt. St. Mary’s                   84
Indiana                             90
Stony Brook                     74
UNH                                   63
NJIT                                   71

Suduko
Solution

11/15  Hartford                            97

Crossword
Solution

Fri. Nov. 22

Upcoming Games

MEN

Men’s basketball vs. NJIT @
Cross Center, 7 p.m.

Swimming and diving @ URI
Invitational, TBA
Women’s basketball @ LIUBrooklyn, 7 p.m.

FOOTbAll
11/16

Tues. Nov. 19

B

@themainecampus

